COMMUNITY
VISION
The Community Vision considers previous planning efforts,
existing conditions, and feedback from stakeholders to yield a
cohesive vision.
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COMMUNITY VISION

Plan Structure
The Community Vision has four components: the Vision Statement, goals, policies, and projects. Each
component builds upon the one before it. This plan features five elements: land use, transportation,
economic development, population and housing, and natural resources and sustainability. The Vision
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Statement and goals are more general and encompass all five elements, while the policies and projects are
more specific to those elements. What’s important to note is that not all policies have projects attached to
them.

VISION
STATEMENT

GOALS

POLICIES

PROJECTS

The Vision Statement
defines what the City
wants to achieve or
accomplish in the longterm future.

The plan’s goals are
general, aspirational
statements that define
how the Vision Statement
can be fulfilled.

Based on needs and
opportunities, policies
are guidelines that
provide direction for the
implementation of the
plan’s goals.

Projects are specific
tasks with a defined
cost and time frame
that implements policy.
Completion and success
are measurable.
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Needs & Opportunities
Through analyses and conversations with City
staff, the Advisory Committee, stakeholders, and
the community, a summarized list of needs and
opportunities was developed to guide policy and
project recommendations.

as well as a central (or multiple) gathering
space for city-wide events.
•

Needs
•

•

•

•
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People are concerned about aging gardenstyle apartment complexes, and would
rather see more multi-family over retail in
place of more outdated styles of multi-family
developments.
Many are concerned about the denser
developments being built in Chamblee,
particularly along Peachtree Boulevard,
and assume that this density equates to
more vehicular traffic. Growth management
measures will be necessary to ensure that
new growth does not have any adverse
impacts on the city, especially as it relates to
transportation.
The Character Area map created in 2014 has
too many designations (20). The number
needs to be reduced to better implement
future development measures. The vision
and policies related to these Character Areas
also need updating.
People want more parks and community
facilities that are accessible to everyone,
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•

•

•

•

Architectural standards are needed to
ensure that new developments are designed
in a way that is characteristic to Chamblee.
Many are concerned that Chamblee’s
charm is disappearing with all of the new
developments going up.
Housing affordability is a primary need in
Chamblee. Property values have risen due
to lack of supply. While rising values are
great for the City’s tax digest, increases in
property taxes can lead to displacement of
existing residents that can no longer afford
their homes, and drive away prospective
residents.

•

Chamblee needs to advance efforts
to preserve and promote local, small
businesses.

•

The city government needs to continue to
serve Chamblee’s residents, employees, and
visitors with amenities, retail, entertainment,
and dining.

•

Downtown will benefit from the Town Center
plan being implemented.

•

Chamblee needs to consolidate most of its
civic functions into one, central City Hall
complex.

•

There is a need for more connectivity
throughout Chamblee. There is a lack of
continuous sidewalks.

Additional housing options are needed —
single-family detached homes and dense
multi-family buildings do not satisfy the
housing and price needs for all members of
the community.

•

Chamblee doesn’t have many bicycle
facilities.

•

MARTA stations need more or better
maintenance to accommodate patrons.

As the population ages, more senior housing
and other forms of supportive housing (i.e.
affordable housing with support services,
assisted living facilities, nursing homes, etc)
will be needed to accommodate them.

•

There is a lack of crosswalks on Peachtree
Boulevard and Buford Highway.

•

Vehicles move very quickly on Peachtree
Road, prompting the need for speed
reduction measures.

The City needs to continue to facilitate
investment in quality development.

•

Roadway corridors need improvement —
there are issues with potholes and uneven
pavement along some streets, and others

have significant congestion (like Clairmont
Road and Chamblee Tucker Road).
•

Roadway intersections need improvement
— there are a lot of T-intersections along
Peachtree Boulevard that back up, and
others need to be re-aligned (Shallowford
Road/Chamblee Tucker Road and Plaster
Road/Buford Highway/Dresden Drive).

•

Residents are concerned about preserving
tree canopy. As neighborhoods redevelop
(i.e. tear-down/rebuild), mature tree canopy
has been lost.

•

Stakeholders are concerned that the amount
of new development coming into the city is
not sustainable and may have a negative
impact to future generations.

•

Chamblee needs to continue to maintain
intergovernmental coordination efforts with
City of Brookhaven, City of Doraville, City of
Dunwoody, and DeKalb County on issues
relating to land use and transportation.
Furthermore, the City needs to maintain a
mutually beneficial relationship with DeKalbPeachtree Airport.

•

Chamblee should look for ways to be
more inclusive of its large, native Spanishspeaking population. The language
barrier can prevent these individuals from
participating in civic life.

COMMUNITY VISION
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Opportunities
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
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Chamblee is at build-out and has very little
land available for greenfield development,
meaning that there are lots of opportunities
to redevelop or reuse vacant or underutilized
structures and older developments.
The intersection of Buford Highway and
Chamblee Tucker Road is an important
entrance into the city from the north.
Redeveloping the corners of this intersection
will provide opportunities to create such a
gateway.

•

•

Chamblee is fortunate to have Buford
Highway and its multi-cultural businesses.
The City should continue to leverage it as an
attraction and asset.
Chamblee has a lot of developments
in its real estate pipeline, compared to
Brookhaven, Doraville, and Dunwoody.

•

The City’s Strategic Economic Development
Plan is a strong, well-written plan of how
the City can implement its economic
development goals.

•

Co-working spaces and business incubators
can attract small and growing businesses to
Chamblee.

•

There are vacant and soon-to-be-vacant
structures throughout Chamblee that
could be used for innovative adaptive reuse projects. These may be prime spaces
for incubator spaces for small/start-up
businesses and artists/makers

•

The recent Parks & Recreation Master Plan
is being implemented, and is giving way to
several brand-new parks and renovations to
existing parks and community facilities.

Public art is an economic development tool
that should not be under-valued.

•

The completion of the Rail Trail will provide
the city with many new development
opportunities.

Assembly Yards in nearby Doraville will
provide some interesting economic
development opportunities along Peachtree
Road and New Peachtree Road.

•

New trail connections could connect
the Rail Trail to the under-construction
Peachtree Creek Greenway nearby, which
will eventually connect to other trails in the
region (i.e. the Atlanta BeltLine).

The City’s tree ordinance should be updated
to better incentivize property owners to
retain their tree canopy over penalizing
them.

•

Low-impact development strategies should
be prioritized with new development in
order to protect and preserve the existing
environment.

While it is an excellent document as-is,
the City’s Unified Development Ordinance
could be amended to better implement the
recommendations outlined throughout this
plan.
The Neighborhood Preservation Design
Overlay program may be the key to
preserving the character of existing
neighborhoods.

There are many affordable housing
programs that can serve as models for
Chamblee.
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•

Achieving platinum status through the
Atlanta Regional Commission’s Green
Communities program (see page 231) will
help the City of Chamblee with implementing
green initiatives.

•

Urban farming could become a means of
creating sustainable food systems.

•

Because of the large number of native
Spanish speakers in Chamblee, the City
could hire more bilingual employees and/or
a liaison whose role is to be the “go-between”
between the City and the Hispanic/Latino
community.

OPPORTUNITY: RAIL TRAIL

NEED: AFFORDABLE HOUSING

OPPORTUNITY: PARKS MASTER PLAN

COMMUNITY VISION
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Vision Statement
The Vision Statement defines what the City of Chamblee wants to become. This Vision Statement was
created through the public engagement process. The Planning Team started with the Vision Statement from
the previous comprehensive plan, and asked the Advisory Committee and community at the first Planning
Workshop (see page 112) to help make any needed modifications. The new Vision Statement was presented
at the Draft Plan Open House (see page 116), and was further refined by those who attended.

“The City of Chamblee
aspires to be a healthy,
vibrant, affordable, and safe
environment where residents
live, work, play, and grow in a
diverse community that values
its neighbors and the historic
qualities of the city.”

Goals
The Vision Statement is supported by five overarching goals that set aspirations for
how the city’s vision can be fulfilled. The goals from the previous comprehensive plan
were deemed still appropriate for the next 5 to 10 years of Chamblee’s future, and were
carried over.

Goal 1

Goal 2

Create a greater sense of
community identity.

Support a thriving business
environment.

Goal 3

Goal 4

Promote a healthy and safe living
environment.

Develop and maintain strong
multi-modal connections.

Goal 5
Provide quality government
service through partnership and
cooperation.
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Land Use
Policies
#

Policy

Identity

Economic
Vitality

Livability

Connections

Service

#

Policy

LU.1

Promote the creation of interactive and
accessible communities through traditional
neighborhood design principles.

LU.10

Encourage redevelopment and adaptive
reuse of existing underutilized residential,
commercial, and industrial areas.

LU.2

Maximize the use of existing facilities,
infrastructure, and services for the sake of
efficiency and sustainability.

LU.11

Locate civic buildings and uses near public
transportation to enhance accessibility.

LU.3

Target new development to areas that are
already served by public infrastructure.

LU.12

LU.4

Invest in new and existing parks, recreation
centers, and open space to spur investment.

Continue to advance the development of
the Town Center Master Plan in Downtown
Chamblee.

LU.5

Place higher density developments in areas that
are conducive to walking, biking, and transit
use.

LU.6

Enforce development and design standards and
guidelines.

LU.7

Promote efficient land use patterns by
encouraging mixed use, pedestrian-friendly
developments that incorporate a mix of
shopping, housing, and jobs, where appropriate.

LU.8

Encourage more pedestrian-oriented
developments, and fewer auto-oriented
developments, where appropriate.

LU.9

Encourage the use of landscaping, lighting,
signage, and underground utilities to add value
to the community, wherever possible.
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Identity

Hierarchy of Land Use
Recommendations
The diagram to the right shows the hierarchy of
these land use recommendations. Character Areas
prescribe land uses, which then prescribe the
appropriate zoning districts for those land uses.

Economic
Vitality

Livability

Connections

Service

Character Area

Future Land Use

Future Land Use

Zoning
District

Zoning
District

Zoning
District
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Future Land Use

FUTURE LAND USE

The Future Land Use map (see page 133) shows a parcel-by-parcel map of future land use
recommendations. This, along with the Character Areas (pages 134-161), will inform decision makers on
the different land use and zoning changes that are envisioned for each parcel over the next 20 years and
beyond. The table below shows these land uses, residential densities (if applicable), a list of appropriate
uses, and the zoning districts that would be permitted. The Character Area maps on pages 136-161 show
these future land use recommendations in more detail.

Land Use

Residential
Density

Uses

Recommended
Zoning Districts

Low-Density
Residential

Less than 6
units per acre

Single-family detached and
attached housing.

NR-1, NR-3

Medium-Density
Residential

6-19 units per
acre

Single-family attached housing
and multi-family housing.

NR-2, NR-3

High-Density
Residential

20-80 units per
acre

Multi-family housing, live-work
units.

VR

Commercial

N/A

Retail, restaurants, and services.

NC-1, NC-2, CC, CVC, VC

Industrial

N/A

Light industrial uses,
warehousing, and supportive
office and retail uses.

IT, I

Office

N/A

Offices.

NC-1, NC-2, CC, CVC, VC

Any combination of residential,
commercial, office, and public/
institutional uses.

TOD, MU-BC

N/A

Schools, places of worship,
libraries, and city or county
services.

Any zoning district that
permit these uses.

N/A

Parks, playgrounds, recreational
facilities, and protected open
space.

Any zoning district that
permit these uses.

N/A

Power lines, railroad, airport,
communications, and cellular
towers.

Any zoning district that
permit these uses.

Mixed Use

Public/
Institutional
Parks, Recreation,
and Conservation

Utilities

132

6-80 units per
acre
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Character Areas

CHARACTER AREAS

The Character Area map to the right represents the outcome of many discussions with the Advisory
Committee and general public. The previous Character Area map was determined to have too many
Character Areas (20) to be an effective planning tool, and did not provide clear recommendations to guide
development. The revised map has 12 Character Areas with more well defined visions and policies.

Key Changes
Below are the major changes that were made to the Character Area map:
•

Established Residential Character Area. The 2014 map had five Character Areas that defined lowerdensity residential land uses as the predominant, prescribed land use. All included similar language in
their visions and policies about preserving established neighborhoods and creating safe pedestrian
and bicycle connections to neighborhood destinations. Although this Character Area is noncontiguous,
these neighborhoods share many of the same concerns (rise in tear-down/re-build homes and lack
of walkability) and goals (preserving housing affordability and mature tree canopy), and have been
combined into a single Character Area.

•

Clearer geographic boundaries. During a meeting with the Advisory Committee, committee members
made the observation that some of the 2014 Character Area visions and policies were not compatible
with what already existed in those areas. The Advisory Committee suggested combining the City
Center and Mid City Character Areas with some of the GM Village Character Area to create a more
all-encompassing Downtown Chamblee Character Area. Other updates to geographic boundaries
included the Peachtree Boulevard Corridor and Motor Mile Corridor.

•

Other new Character Areas. While Character Areas boundaries were changed, some were combined
to create new Character Areas, such as the combination of Clairmont Corridor and International Village
into the new Aviation District, and Shallowford/I-85 and Dresden/I-85 into the new I-85 District. The BuHi District was created by collecting predominantly commercial, office, and multi-family parcels along
the Buford Highway corridor as a means to coordinate new development and redevelopment. All these
new Character Areas have new visions and policies to reinforce their future development.
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Airport

AIRPORT

Vision
Centered around one of the busiest airports in the state and operated by DeKalb County, the
Airport Character Area is an economic hub for regional business and County government services.
A prominent feature in the heart of Chamblee, the airport will reflect an aesthetically pleasing,
business-friendly environment.

Land Use & Zoning
Land uses recommended for this area include
airport functions, commercial retail, airport-related
office, light industrial, and public/institutional uses.
Zoning districts most appropriate for this area
include: NC-2, CC, VC, I, and A. More information on
these zoning districts can be found starting on page
41.

DEKALB-PEACHTREE
AIRPORT

Policies & Implementation
Measures
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•

Support DeKalb-Peachtree Airport’s latest
Master Plan.

•

Centralize as many airport functions
(primary or secondary) to the Airport
Character Area as possible.

•

Attract businesses that can serve
airport employees, users, local business
community, and the surrounding residential
communities.

•

Encourage the creation of communityaccessible venues at or near the airport
in order to take advantage of its central
location in Chamblee.

•

Explore development options fronting Buford
Highway that can support airport-related
functions, as well as complement proposed
future development along the corridor.
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Aviation District

AVIATION DISTRICT

Vision
The areas surrounding DeKalb-Peachtree Airport are envisioned as low-rise commercial, industrial,
and employment centers oriented toward aviation-related businesses, with supportive residential
uses and retail and services for the surrounding neighborhoods.

Land Use & Zoning
Land uses recommended for this area
include medium- and high-density residential,
neighborhood-level commercial retail, airport-related
office, mixed-use, airport-related light industrial,
parks and recreation; and public/institutional uses.
Zoning districts most appropriate for this area
include NR-3, VR, CC, CVC, VC, IT, and I. More
information on these zoning districts can be found
starting on page 41.

Policies & Implementation
Measures
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•

Consider new development types
appropriate for areas that lie within the
Runway Protection Zone (RPZ).

•

Construct improvements on the Chamblee
Tucker Road corridor to better facilitate
pedestrian and bicycle traffic between the
MARTA station and the IRS/CDC complex on
Buford Highway.

•

Consider potential noise impacts on new
residential developments on properties
immediately adjacent to DeKalb-Peachtree
Airport.

•

Coordinate with City of Brookhaven
on matters related to Clairmont Road,
particularly implementing the Chamblee
Mobility Plan.
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Bu-Hi District

BU-HI DISTRICT

Vision
The Bu-Hi District Character Area seeks to preserve the area as a cultural destination, while
encouraging quality redevelopment and aesthetic improvements along the corridor.

Land Use & Zoning
Land uses most recommended for this area include
medium- and high-density residential, commercial
retail, office, mixed-use, parks and recreation, and
public/institutional uses.
Zoning districts most appropriate for this
area include: VR, NC-2, CC, CVC, and VC. More
information on these zoning districts can be found
starting on page 41.

•

Preserve the multicultural aspect of Buford
Highway, and continue to support those
businesses.

•

Incentivize existing property owners
and business owners to make façade
improvements.

Policies & Implementation
Measures
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•

Implement the 2017 Buford Highway LCI
Study.

•

Create monumental gateways near
Clairmont Road and Chamblee Tucker Road
to welcome visitors into the city.

•

Encourage pedestrian-oriented development
in which the building faces the street, and
parking is located in the rear of the building.

•

Improve pedestrian and bicycle connectivity
and safety along Buford Highway through
investments in sidewalks, paths, and bike
facilities that connect nearby residents
and visitors to recreational and shopping
destinations.

•

Continue to encourage and incentivize the
location of small, locally-owned businesses
along the corridor.
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Century Center

CENTURY CENTER

Vision
Century Center will become a high-density mixed-use node that serves as a regional attraction and
strong employment center for both Chamblee and the greater Atlanta region.

Land Use & Zoning
Land uses recommended for this area include highdensity residential, commercial retail; office; and
mixed-use.
Zoning districts most appropriate for this area
include VR, VC, and MU-BC. More information on
these zoning districts can be found starting on page
41.

Policies & Implementation
Measures
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•

Continue to support the redevelopment of
higher density office space and mixed-use
development.

•

Develop pedestrian and bicycle linkages to
the area from the surrounding neighborhood
and onto the Peachtree Creek Greenway.

•

Create a monumental gateway at the
Clairmont Road/Interstate 85 intersection to
welcome visitors to the city.
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Downtown Chamblee

DOWNTOWN CHAMBLEE

Vision
Downtown Chamblee will be a vibrant and recognizable center that ties the greater Chamblee
community together, and attracts visitors from around the Atlanta region. Centered on the Chamblee
MARTA Station, this area will support transit-oriented lifestyles with associated housing, services,
civic functions, and employment. The area will also contain a compatible blend of historic and
modern buildings within a safe and walkable environment.

Land Use & Zoning
Land uses recommended for this area include
medium- and high-density residential; commercial
retail; office; light industrial; mixed-use; parks and
recreation; public/institutional uses; and transitrelated utilities.
Zoning districts most appropriate for this area
include VR, VC, and TOD. More information on these
zoning districts can be found starting on page 41.

Policies & Implementation
Measures
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•

Improve pedestrian connections to the
MARTA station by investing in streetscape
elements such as sidewalks, bicycle
infrastructure, and landscaping.

•

Seek high-quality transit-oriented
development near the MARTA station.

•

Create a central Town Green that can serve
as a gathering space for outdoor community
activities.

•

Implement the Town Center redevelopment
plan.
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Established Residential

ESTABLISHED RESIDENTIAL

Vision
Chamblee is rich with stable, more established neighborhoods; these areas will remain
predominantly single-family residential areas of well-maintained housing supported by nearby
commercial areas for goods and services, schools, and local parks for recreation.

Land Use & Zoning
Land uses recommended for this area include lowand medium-density residential, neighborhood-level
commercial retail, parks and recreation, public/
institutional uses; and utilities.

•

Maintain walkability along major road
corridors through residential neighborhoods
by building sidewalks with plentiful tree
buffers.

Zoning districts most appropriate for this area
include NR-1, NR-2, NR-3, and NC-1. More
information on these zoning districts can be found
starting on page 41.

Policies & Implementation
Measures
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•

Maintain the single-family residential
character of established neighborhoods
while supporting higher density housing
options in areas more conducive to walking,
biking, and transit.

•

Encourage high-quality residential design.

•

Improve pedestrian and bicycle connectivity
and safety through investments in
sidewalks, paths, and bicycle facilities
connecting residents to local recreational
and shopping destinations.

•

Maintain the existing tree canopy by
preserving healthy mature trees.

•

Work with interested neighborhoods to
develop Neighborhood Preservation Design
Overlays that would establish guidelines for
infill development and renovated houses in
order to preserve existing character.
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OPPORTUNITIES FOR THE
ESTABLISHED RESIDENTIAL
CHARACTER AREA

ESTABLISHED RESIDENTIAL

The City of Chamblee is committed to give
residential neighborhoods the tools they need
to preserve their existing character while
allowing new opportunities.
This plan cites the following strategies to help
preserve existing, established neighborhoods.
Further details of these strategies can be found
throughout the document:
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•

Neighborhood Preservation Design
Overlay Districts. These overlay districts
in the City’s UDO, currently not utilized
by any neighborhood, allows residential
neighborhoods in Chamblee to create
standards for new construction and
significantly remodeled homes within
their overlay district. This is discussed in
detail on page 44.

•

Remodeling Guidebook. This
guidebook would provide renovation
recommendations for property owners
who are flipping single-family residential
properties. The guidebook would
also outline incentives for reusing/
significantly remodeling singlefamily homes over tear-down/new
construction.

•

Neighborhood Planning Program. This
program would fund the creation of
neighborhood plans with neighborhoodspecific visions, goals, and needs.
An annual Neighborhood Opportunity
Fund would help pay for needed code
enforcement improvements and assist
neighborhoods with any other needs.
Lastly, the program would entail an
expansive community engagement
strategy.
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GM District

GM DISTRICT

Vision
The GM District Character Area will support and complement the redevelopment of the nearby former
GM plant (Assembly Yards) and the new Third Rail Studios in neighboring Doraville and support
Downtown Chamblee. The area will contain supportive industries and services with a complementary
design and style.

Land Use & Zoning
Land uses recommended for this area include
medium- to high-density residential, commercial
retail, office, and light industrial.
Zoning districts most appropriate for this area
include NR-3, VR, NC-2, VC, IT, and I. More
information on these zoning districts can be found
starting on page 41.

ASSEMBLY YARDS

Policies & Implementation
Measures
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•

Promote the area for light manufacturing
and clean industries, as well as industries
that support the film industry.

•

Encourage the adaptive reuse of buildings to
house small business start-ups.

•

Work with the City of Doraville to create
walking and biking paths that connect the
GM Village to Assembly Yards and Third Rail
Studios.
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I-85 District

I-85 DISTRICT

Vision
Vision: Accessible and highly visible from I-85, this area will serve as a medium-density, regional
activity center with commercial, institutional, office, and residential uses.

DEKALB-PEACHTREE
AIRPORT

Land Use & Zoning
Land uses recommended for this area include:
medium- and high-density residential, commercial
retail, office, mixed use, parks and recreation; and
public/institutional.
Zoning districts most appropriate for this area
include VR, CC, CVC, VC, and MU-BC. More
information on these zoning districts can be found
starting on page 41.

Policies & Implementation
Measures
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•

Create a transitional area that connects
surrounding single-family neighborhoods to
this new activity center.

•

Pursue safe pedestrian and bicycle
connections between the surrounding
neighborhoods and Dresden Elementary
School and St. Pius X Catholic High School.

•

Promote the development of a regional
activity center that can also effectively
serve the needs of the surrounding
neighborhoods.

•

Create incentives for the owners of older
apartment complexes and commercial
buildings to upgrade, renovate, and/or
address code enforcement violations.

•

Take advantage of federal Opportunity
Zone program to increase office and retail
development.
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Motor Mile Corridor

MOTOR MILE CORRIDOR

Vision
The Motor Mile Corridor will continue to be a major regional shopping destination for auto sales and
service. Though local commercial areas will be primarily auto-oriented in their marketing, future land
uses will reflect a mixed-use urban environment that is pedestrian and bicycle friendly, and visually
appealing to visitors.

Land Use & Zoning
Land uses recommended for this area include
commercial retail, office; and mixed-use.
Zoning districts most appropriate for this area
include NC-2, CC, CVC, and VC. More information on
these zoning districts can be found starting on page
41.

Policies & Implementation
Measures
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•

Implement urban design standards that
feature coordinated signage, inventory
display, street furniture, lighting and
landscaping that create a recognizable
character for the corridor and improve
walkability.

•

Maintain appropriate buffers between
residential areas to the north and the
commercial uses along the corridor.

•

Allow the continued use and adaptive reuse
of older industrial buildings not visible from
the corridor within the requirements of the IT
zoning district.

•

Prohibit new auto dealerships from locating
along the Peachtree Boulevard corridor, and
encourage redevelopment of newly vacated
auto dealership sites.
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New Peachtree Road District

NEW PEACHTREE ROAD DISTRICT

Vision
This portion of the New Peachtree Road corridor is envisioned to be a mixed-use employment center
with easy access to the airport and the MARTA station. Through redevelopment of underutilized
property, the primary uses will be gradually changed from light industrial and offices to a mixture
of uses including medium-density, mixed-use developments that are more compatible with nearby
residential neighborhoods.

Land Use & Zoning
Land uses recommended for this area include:
medium-density residential, office, mixed-use, and
transit-related utilities.
Zoning districts most appropriate for this area
include VR, CC, CVC, and VC. More information on
these zoning districts can be found starting on page
41.

Policies & Implementation
Measures
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•

Market the area for mixed-use
redevelopment and economic investment.

•

Encourage the location of business and art
incubators and adaptive reuse of buildings.

•

Encourage the location of community
amenities to this area to serve new
residents, such as daily needs shopping.

•

Require developers to build new sidewalks of
at least 8 feet to increase walkability.

•

Create architectural design guidelines for the
area that would encourage an industrial look
and feel.
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Peachtree Boulevard Corridor

PEACHTREE BOULEVARD CORRIDOR

Vision
The Peachtree Boulevard Corridor is envisioned as an active and visually appealing mixed-use
corridor with pedestrian-oriented, human scale development connected by a comprehensive
transportation network that accommodates pedestrian, bicycle, and vehicular traffic. As one of the
city’s primary gateways, it should have a welcoming and recognizable look and feel for residents,
employees, and visitors.

Land Use & Zoning
Land uses recommended for this area include
medium- and high-density residential; commercial
retail, office, mixed use, parks and recreation, and
public/institutional.
Zoning districts most appropriate for this area
include VR, CC, CVC, VC, and TOD. More information
on these zoning districts can be found starting on
page 41.

Policies & Implementation
Measures
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•

Encourage the redevelopment of existing
strip commercial development into
pedestrian-scale, interconnected nodes.

•

Support the redevelopment of Chamblee
Plaza as a mixed-used development.

•

Invest in street, trail, sidewalk improvements,
and beautification along the corridor.

•

Continue coordination with the City of
Brookhaven on land use along their shared
border to help ensure consistent design and
compatibility of uses.

•

Create a monument gateway at the city
limits to welcome visitors to the city.
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Perimeter Village

PERIMETER VILLAGE

Vision
The Perimeter Village Character Area will be an active and dense employment center, and a
welcoming gateway to Chamblee from I-285. The area will provide a mix of professional, commercial,
and residential uses.

Land Use & Zoning
Land uses most recommended for this area include
medium- and high-density residential, commercial
retail, office, mixed use; and parks and recreation.
Zoning districts most appropriate for this area
include VR, CC, CVC, VC, and MU-BC. More
information on these zoning districts can be found
starting on page 41.

Policies & Implementation
Measures
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•

Continue coordination efforts with City of
Brookhaven and City of Dunwoody on land
use and transportation issues along their
shared borders.

•

Implement compatible physical design
standards along the Interstate 285 corridor.

•

Continue to protect Nancy Creek through lowimpact development measures.

•

Create gateway signage and implement
streetscape improvements at key
intersections.

•

Redevelop sites with underutilized and
incompatible land uses according to the
Small Area Plan on pages 172-179.

•

Redevelop existing single-family lots along
Parsons Drive.

•

Use the results of the Top End 285 study to
prepare the area for new transit opportunities.
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Recommendations &
Projects
Land use projects seek to advance the policies listed
on pages 130-131, the future land use map, and
the Character Areas’ policies and implementation
measures. These projects are supplemented by
transportation, housing, economic development,
and natural resources and sustainability projects as
described throughout the rest of this chapter.
The map on the right shows the location of key
projects:
•

•

P.01 - P.09: New park and park renovation
projects, most taken directly from the Parks
& Recreation Master Plan (see pages 34-35
for more information);
LU.07: Implementation of the Town Center
master plan;

•

LU.08 - LU.13: Small Area Plans (see pages
170-219);

•

LU.15: New City Hall;

•

LU.16: Complete 10-year update to the Town
Center LCI Plan; and

•

LU.17: Complete 5-year update to the Buford
Highway LCI Plan.

LU.08

P.07

Other projects that are not shown on the map are
those that are not tied to any particular location.
These projects include:
•

Creating and updating architectural
standards;

•

Contracting architectural review services;

•

Creating a citywide gateway and wayfinding
plan;

•

Updating the Unified Development
Ordinance;

•

Creating graphics for the Unified
Development Ordinance;

•

Virtual reality development modeling; and

•

Assessing and updating the Unified
Development Ordinance.

KEY LAND USE PROJECTS

P.02

LU.16
LU.09

LU.07

P.08 LU.15
P.01
P.09
LU.17

LU.10

P.06
P.05
P.04
LU.11

P.03
LU.12
LU.13
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Transportation
Policies
#

Policy

T.1

Encourage the creation of complete streets to
support multiple modes of transportation along
major corridors and increase mobility access
for all.

T.2

T.3

164

Maintain coordination efforts with adjacent
local governments in order to exchange
information and ideas.
Maintain and expand the multi-modal
transportation network to support efficient land
use patterns.

T.4

Support access management measures.

T.5

Promote last-mile connectivity by providing
connections between the road network and
bicycle, pedestrian, and transit facilities to
better encourage sustainable transportation
choices.

T.6

Work with MARTA to make improvements
to Chamblee’s existing transit station and
optimize bus routes.

T.7

Strategically infill gaps in the sidewalk network,
focusing on filling gaps near schools, parks, and
community facilities.
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Identity

Economic
Vitality

Livability

Connections

Service

#

Policy

T.8

Support efforts to build connections across
barriers, such as the railroad corridor, the
airport, and major streets.

T.9

Improve the transportation network’s safety
and efficiency.

T.10

Continue to embrace the role MARTA and
future transit systems will have in Chamblee’s
transportation network.

Identity

Economic
Vitality

Livability

Connections

Service

Transportation policies were taken from both the previous comprehensive plan and the Chamblee Mobility
Multi-Modal Transportation Plan (MTP), and were vetted by the public during the public engagement
process. These policies are intended to “back up” the recommendations and projects on the following pages.
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Recommendations &
Projects
The transportation recommendations listed on
the following pages and shown on the map to the
right are based on a review of existing conditions,
previous mobility plans, and the future needs of the
city based on the future land uses laid out in this
comprehensive plan. The recommendations are
geographically specific and correspond to one of
six, more detailed Small Area Plans. While project
recommendations generally align with the Small
Area Plan boundaries, the overarching goal is to
provide greater connectivity and mobility within
each of the six areas and between each area and
Downtown Chamblee. This includes planning for
pedestrian, bicycle, and vehicular safety, as well as
roadway improvements and traffic management,
to enhance mobility and accessibility within and
throughout the city.
Project recommendations include initiatives that
were identified in the MTP. The MTP, further detailed
on pages 16-17, is the City’s previously adopted
comprehensive transportation plan that addresses
key transportation needs and opportunities with the
following goals in mind:
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•

Improve Safety. Provide a safe
transportation system for all community
members.

•

Promote Access. Make the community’s
amenities accessible to all residents.

•

Strengthen Connectivity. Connect to
the larger Atlanta region, especially to
Chamblee’s neighbor cities.

•

Encourage and Enable Economic
Development. Promote economic
development and community prosperity.

•

Maintain Responsibility. Contribute to fiscal
responsibility and sustainability.
ONE CHAMBLEE COMPREHENSIVE PLAN DRAFT

•

Protect the Environment. Manage
Chamblee’s environmental footprint.

TRANSPORTATION PROJECTS

While this plan outlines how longer term
development scenarios align with all MTP projects,
including those with a longer timeframe, the Action
Matrix lists those projects prioritized in the MTP,
particularly those that can occur within a 5-year
scope.
Recommendation categories from the MTP include:
•

Bicycle-oriented trails and protected facilities
(B)

•

Complete street projects (CS)

•

New street projects (NS)

•

Optimization projects (OP)

•

Policy recommendations (PL)

•

Safety projects (SA)

•

Supplemental Studies (ST)

•

Sidewalk projects (SW)

•

Transit-related projects (TR)

Small Area Recommendations
In addition to the recommendations from the
MTP, this comprehensive plan includes additional
initiatives within the plan’s six Small Area Plans
(see pages 170-219 for more information).
The new recommendations build upon MTP
recommendations and emphasize connectivity
within and between each area. This section
details each small area and the recommended
mobility improvements. Combined with MTP
recommendations, these plans create a holistic
vision for Chamblee’s future transportation network.
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Citywide Projects

Central Chamblee Connections (NS.36,
NS.37, & NS.38)

While the small area plans focus on future development and mobility/connectivity improvements, several
initiatives outside of the six Small Area Plans should also be added to the City’s action plan.

Keswick Drive Multi-Use Trail (B.30)
The original Chamblee Rail Trail connects Keswick Park to Downtown Chamblee and the Chamblee MARTA
station. However, several surrounding neighborhoods lack safe infrastructure to access the trail system.
Keswick Drive Multi-Use Trail (B.30) envisions a trail from the Rail Trail at the Keswick Park baseball and
softball fields to Johnson Ferry Road. Further coordination should be considered for creating additional
connectivity to the west in cooperation with the City of Brookhaven.

Pedestrian Rail Crossings (NS.32 & NS.32)
A common complaint during public engagement is the barrier that the CSX rail line and the MARTA rail lines
present between north and south Chamblee. The MTP addresses this with recommended improvements
to Chamblee Tucker Road, Chamblee Dunwoody Road, an internal connection through the MARTA station,
and a recommended pedestrian bridge in Downtown Chamblee. Several additional improvements are
recommended by this comprehensive plan. On the west side of Chamblee, a West Chamblee Pedestrian Rail
Crossing (NS.31) considers construction of an at grade pedestrian crossing between New Peachtree Road
near Quinn Place and Peachtree Road near the Whole Foods shopping plaza entrance and abandoned rail
line. This would improve pedestrian connectivity for residents in Ashford Park to the commercial district by
90%, from a 1.1-mile, 22-minute walk to a 250-foot, 2-minute walk. Similarly, on the east side of Chamblee,
an East Chamblee Pedestrian Rail Crossing (NS.32) considers construction of a pedestrian bridge to
connect Peachtree Road at Ingersoll Rand Road and New Peachtree Road at Garcia Court. This effort would
connect the Chamblee Town Center with the Little Chinatown District, greatly increasing connectivity by
narrowing the walking distance from 1 mile to less than 1,000 feet.
West Chamblee Pedestrian Rail Crossing

East Chamblee Pedestrian Rail Crossing
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Seven policy changes are recommended in the
MTP to support and guide future transportation
improvements. These policies ensure that the
vision and goals can be accomplished outside of
the specific projects and as conditions in the city
change. The policies were reviewed for this plan,
but no updates are recommended. The MTP policy
changes are summarized below:

The City’s 2017 Complete Streets Policy
“establishes guidelines for considering the safety
and convenience of all users of the public right of
way when planning and constructing projects.”
PL.01 recommends an update to exempt projects
that do not require a full reconstruction of the ROW
to provide safety improvements for all users; for
example, the side path projects in B.03 and B.26
along Chamblee Dunwoody Road.
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Policy Changes

Complete Streets Policy Update (PL.01)
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Three new projects build off the MTP’s theme of
improving the network’s safety and efficiency,
specifically between Peachtree Road and Peachtree
Boulevard in Central Chamblee. Green Industrial
Way to Clyde Drive Connection (NS.36) links the
businesses northwest of Peachtree Boulevard to
New Peachtree Road while Clyde Drive Extension
(NS.37) lengthens that connection to Peachtree
Road, one block north of Terrell Drive and MTP
project NS.25. John Glenn Drive Extension (NS.38)
connects Peachtree Road to Peachtree Boulevard,
further breaking up the super block. Upon potential
redevelopment of this area, additional north-south
connections should be considered to create a more
walkable, bikeable, and accessible neighborhood.

Street Network Connectivity (PL.02)
This policy recommends updating the Unified
Development Ordinance to require developers
to build streets internal to their developments to
connect to abutting streets if the existing block face
is twice the maximum length allowed, 600 feet for
new blocks faces.

Trail Design (PL.03)
This policy recommends a minimum width of 12
feet for multi-use trails and off-street paths.

Citywide Speed Limits on Local Streets
(PL.04)
This policy recommends 25 miles per hour as the
speed limit on all local streets.

Community Sidewalk Enhancements
(PL.05)
This policy recommends expanding the existing
‘opt-in’ process that allows neighbors to request
sidewalk additions. This process currently covers
the partial cost of the sidewalk projects while the
updated policy should allow neighborhoods the
option of a “full cost assessment” of sidewalks to
advance sidewalk construction and rely less on
outside funding.

Functional Classification and Streetscape
and Gateways (PL.06)
This policy recommends utilizing the GDOT-based
Functional Classification Map for city planning and
development regulation purposes.

Parking Fee In-Lieu Policy (PL.07)
This policy allows applicants to meet a portion
of, or all, their off-street parking requirements by
payment into a City fund. The fund could be used
for Transportation Demand Management Programs,
multi-modal improvements, or public parking (onstreet or off-street) additions.
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Small Area Plans
Six areas determined to be sites in need of direction were selected to undergo a Small Area Plan
process. Alone, these Small Area Plans act as stand-alone plans that satisfy the vision and goals of this
comprehensive plan. The map on the next page shows where these Small Area Plans are located.
The following steps were taken to create the Small Area Plans:
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•

An internal charrette was conducted between the consultants and members of City of Chamblee
staff. The purpose of this charrette was to develop preliminary land use and transportation
recommendations for each area, with staff from the City of Brookhaven weighing in on the
Buford Highway at Clairmont Road Small Area Plan. Previous planning studies were referenced in
developing these initial recommendations.

•

These initial recommendations were shared with the Advisory Committee at their June 2019
meeting, and with the community at Planning Workshop #2 (see pages 116-117). Feedback from
these two meetings were incorporated into the Small Area Plans.

•

After Planning Workshop #2, the consultants began to sketch out development plans based on the
recommendations, this time showing building configurations, parking, transportation improvements,
and recently approved developments. 3-D renderings were also created, showing how these areas
could look when fully implemented.

•

These rendered sketch plans and 3-D renderings were sent to the City staff for review, kicking off an
iterative process of review and edits.

•

At the final Advisory Committee meeting, the rendered Small Area Plans and 3-D renderings were
displayed for feedback.

•

After considering the Advisory Committee’s feedback, the Small Area Plans went through one final
round of edits, and were then presented at the Draft Plan Open House (see pages 117-118). The final
plans, along with their narratives, are shown in this section.
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Redevelopment Narrative
The vision of the Savoy Drive Small Area Plan (LU.08) is to take advantage of the area’s proximity to
Interstate 285 and the proposed Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) station, and transform it into a high-density
employment center. The area is an important gateway into Chamblee with exits to Interstate 285. The
potential BRT station (TR.04) would complement adjacent office buildings of 8-10 stories along Savoy
Drive and Interstate 285. The proposed Nancy Creek Park (P.02) will provide a central place for workers
and residents to have passive recreational opportunities and a multi-use trail (B.09) that will connect into
Chamblee’s future network of trails. The park is a signature green space that should spur redevelopment
in the area. Beyond the park are mixed-use buildings of 4-5 stories fronting a proposed street along the
southern edge of the park with a parking deck in the rear. The 3-D perspectives on page 178 illustrate
the park and proposed street, and mixed-use buildings. The mixed-use buildings are depicted as a mix
of residential, office, retail, and restaurants. As stated, the mixed-use buildings are intended to be a
combination of uses and not intended to mandate multi-family residential. Additionally, the proposed alleyloaded townhomes will create a “step-down” into Huntley Hills, an existing single-family neighborhood.

Multi-Family Housing
Commercial Retail
Office
Mixed Use
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The western edge of the Small Area Plan depicts a commercial building fronting Chamblee Dunwoody Road
with parking in the rear. Mixed-use buildings with parking decks that front Savoy Drive create a walkable
district with a connection point to the multi-use trail system. To the east of the development fronting Savoy
Drive, the focus is to create connections between dead-end streets (NS.03, NS.22, NS.28) while redeveloping
Parsons Drive. Perimeter Park Drive and Parsons Drive connect to create a direct access to Peachtree
Boulevard (NS.03, NS.22). The development style is similar on the eastern side: high-density office buildings
at Interstate 285, with lower density, office and residential mixed-use buildings stepping down to alley-loaded
townhomes and quadplexes/sixplexes, then transitioning into the existing single-family neighborhood. The
variety of residential types with parking located behind is an important part of creating a mix of price points
for the area.

Attached Housing

Interstate 285

The rendered concept plan to the right and the 3-D perspectives that follow below illustrate ideas for the long-term
future. This concept plan is intended to depict potential redevelopment in the area, however, development will occur
based on market conditions and willingness of the current owners to sell or redevelop.
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The projects listed below include both MTP recommendations as well as other area-specific
recommendations that will enhance future mobility and connectivity within the area.

#

Legend
MTP Multi-Use Trail
MTP New Street
MTP Safety & Operational Improvements

Project

MTP Sidewalk Projects

ST.08

Nancy Creek Trail – West Segment

Proposed Multi-Use Trail

B.09

Nancy Creek Trail – East Segment

Proposed Street Connection

B.10

Northeast Connector Trail

Proposed Intersection Improvement

B.11

Brook Run Park Connector Trail

Proposed Study

NS.03

Perimeter Park Drive Extensions

Proposed Transit Project

NS.12

Nancy Creek Connector South

NS.13

Nancy Creek Connector North

NS.22

Deacon Lane Extension

B.02

N. Shallowford Realignment at Peachtree Boulevard

SW.01

N. Shallowford Road Sidewalks

SW.25

N. Peachtree Road Sidewalks

SW.26

N. Peachtree Road Sidewalks

SW.27

N. Peachtree Road Sidewalks

SW.37

N. Shallowford Road Sidewalk

B.36

BRT Station Connector Trail

B.40

Nancy Creek Trail Bridges

NS.28

Johnson Circle - Deacon Lane/Parsons Drive Connector

OP.18

Johnson Circle Roundabout

ST.08

Savoy Drive Corridor Study

TR.04

285 Rapid Transit Station - N. Shallowford Road at Interstate 285
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B.36
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Interstate 285

B.02

W. Johnson Circle

denotes new area-specific project
OP.18

E.
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Savoy Drive

Transportation Recommendations
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•

ST.08 – Savoy Drive Corridor Study

•

TR.04 – 285 Rapid Transit Station - N.
Shallowford Road at Interstate 285

285 Rapid Transit Station - N. Shallowford Road
at Interstate 285 and Connector Trail (TR.04)
A 285 Rapid Transit Station (TR.04) at/near
Shallowford Road is included within the Top End
Transit Location Study from the MTP that studied
the feasibility of rapid transit within I-285 managed
lanes from Smyrna/Cumberland CID to Northlake
Mall in Tucker. N. Shallowford Road at Interstate
285 will be the likely location for Chamblee’s Transit

176
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Nancy Creek Trail Bridges
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B.40 – Nancy Creek Trail Bridges

OP.18
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The redevelopment of the Savoy Drive area intends
to create a work, live, play environment that is
focused around a public greenspace along Nancy
Creek. To provide multi-modal connectivity between
office, mixed-use, and residential components
on the north and south side of the park, a Nancy
Creek Trail Bridges (B.40) project would include
consideration, design, and construction of at least
two bridges across the creek to unite the park.

NS.28
W. Johnson Circle

c

B.36 – BRT Station Connector Trail

Nancy Creek Trail Bridges (B.40)

NS.03

a
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Planned trail connections and sidewalk
improvements from the MTP also connect the
northern portion of Chamblee and enhance multimodal access to the proposed Transit Station
through an additional Transit Station Connector
Trail (B.36). This connector trail is envisioned along
the east side of N. Shallowford Road between the
Nancy Creek Trail (B.02 and B.09) and the Transit
Station at Interstate 285 (TR.04). The east and
west segments of the Nancy Creek Trail should
be coordinated with the Transit Station Connector
Trail to determine exact alignment of crossing
N. Shallowford Road. Additional benefits include
multi-modal connections to existing bike lanes and
sidewalks on the north side of I-285 in Dunwoody,
which elevates the prioritization of this project
ahead of Transit Station construction.

NS.22

N.

New project recommendations build from and are
coordinated with MTP recommendations. These
include:

The MTP envisions new streets connecting
Perimeter Park and the Parsons-Deacon
neighborhood, NS.03 and NS.22. While these new
connections provide north-south street connectivity,
a recommended Johnson Circle – Deacon Lane
Parsons Drive Connector (NS.28) would enable
east-west travel and connect the Johnson Circle
neighborhood to E. Johnson Circle and W. Johnson
Circle along with a Northeast Connector Trail
(B.10) to future multi-use, residential, and office
development in the Parsons-Deacon and Perimeter
Park neighborhoods. To ensure safe and slow
movement of vehicles and improved pedestrian and
bicycle connectivity, a Johnson Circle Roundabout
(OP.18) is recommended for the confluence of E.
Johnson Circle, W. Johnson Circle, and the new
connector.

Johnson Circle - Deacon Lane - Parsons Drive
Connector & Roundabout

ad

Area-Specific Project Recommendations

In coordination with the Top End 285 express
lanes projects, a Savoy Drive Corridor Study
(ST.08) should be conducted to evaluate the area’s
economic development and additional connectivity
needs based on potential impacts to Savoy Drive
(possibly one-way conversion in combination with
Cotillion Drive) to ensure that the corridor supports
the multi-modal needs of the existing developments
and proposed redevelopment. It is likely that
an additional east-west connection between N.
Shallowford Road and North Peachtree Road will be
warranted to provide westbound connectivity within
this area of Chamblee.

Johnson Circle - Deacon Lane - Parsons Drive
Connector & Johnson Circle Roundabout (NS.28,
OP.13)

Ro

Project recommendations from the MTP focus
on creating a trail network in north Chamblee
(i.e. Nancy Creek Trail) to connect to existing
and planned sidewalks and sidewalk extensions
within surrounding residential neighborhoods
including Huntley Hills, Gainsborough, Perimeter
Park, and Parsons/Deacon. Additionally, the MTP
recommends roadway improvements, including
creating new streets and roundabouts to improve
access and safety in the area. Projects include a
roundabout pair at N. Shallowford/North Peachtree
and North Shallowford Road/East Johnson to
moderate vehicle speeds and increase safety
along both corridors, and new streets to connect
Perimeter Park to Parsons/Deacon.

Station. The station is intended to be pedestrian
focused and will provide connections to Perimeter
Center, the Battery, and Cobb County to the west
and Tucker to the east along Interstate 285, with
connections to MARTA’s red and gold line heavy rail
service.
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Attached Housing
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This Small Area Plan (LU.09) advances the idea of Peachtree Boulevard becoming a walkable, mixeduse corridor that compliments recent developments. Streetscape improvements would feature wider
sidewalks, tree-lined buffers, and a landscaped median, advancing the idea of the walkable boulevard. The
plan orients development to face the street, and places surface parking in either the rear of the building, or
places a parking deck in the center of mixed-use buildings. Chamblee Plaza is reimagined as two mixed-use
buildings, and features an extension of Broad Street (NS.34) that terminates at a new street that connects
to Chamblee Dunwoody Road and Longview Drive. The area will ultimately be connected by Phases 2 and
3 of the Rail Trail along with other newly proposed trail connections. This area is intended to reinforce the
vision of a dense, walkable core for the city. The purpose of concentrating density along this corridor is to
take advantage of the Rail Trail and the close proximity of the Chamblee MARTA station. By concentrating
residences and new commercial opportunities, any potential increase in vehicle traffic can be reduced
if residents choose to walk or bike to destinations, or if other patrons can park their vehicle once while
visiting the area. As one moves away from the corridor, either towards the Sexton Woods neighborhood
or towards Downtown, there are medium-density housing opportunities, such as alley-loaded townhomes
and quadplexes/sixplexes. Mixed-use buildings should be limited to 6 stories to complement the current
development.
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Redevelopment Narrative

Attached Housing

Pierce Drive

The concept plan to the right and the 3-D perspectives that follow illustrate ideas for the long-term future. This
concept plan is intended to depict potential redevelopment for the area, however, development will occur based on
market conditions and willingness of the current owners to sell or redevelop.
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The projects listed below include both MTP recommendations as well as other area-specific
recommendations that will enhance future mobility and connectivity within the area.

Project

B.04

Rail Trail Phase 2 Expansion

B.12

Huntley Hills Park Trail

B.17

Chamblee Dunwoody Road Protected Facility

B.18

American Drive Protected Facility

B.20

Rail Trail Phase 3 – Chamblee Dunwoody Link

B.21

American Industrial Way Street Enhancements

B.23

Broad Street Enhancements

MTP Complete Street

Lo

MTP New Street
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MTP Sidewalk Projects

Proposed Street Connection
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B.38 – Chamblee Dunwoody Road Multi-Use
Trail - North
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B.37 – Rail Trail to Peachtree Road
Connector Trail
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B.35

Pierce Drive Trail - Rail Trail to Peachtree Road
Connector (B.37)
The Pierce Drive Trail proposes construction of a
multi-use trail on the west side of Pierce Drive to
connect the proposed Rail Trail Extension (B.04) to
the MARTA station and pedestrian bridge project
(B.16). The MTP also recommends sidewalks on
the east side of the street (SW.12) and a pedestrian
crossing of Peachtree Road (SA.13).
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Upon future redevelopment of Chamblee Plaza,
the Broad Street Extension and Bicycle Facility
(NS.34) envisions extending Broad Street north
of Peachtree Boulevard at the existing signalized
intersection with a possible roadway and off-street
multi-use path. The new street will be the spine
that helps build a new street grid for an improved
walkable, mixed-use community. Additionally,
the new Broad Street Trail would connect to the
Chamblee Plaza Redevelopment Multi-Use Trail
(B.35) on the northwest edge of the Chamblee
Plaza site and Chamblee Dunwoody Road MultiUse Trail (B.38). The combination of these three
projects will connect the Rail Trail in Downtown
Chamblee with the North Chamblee Trail System,
and more specifically, connect the city’s northern
neighborhoods and activity centers. Activity centers
include Chamblee Charter High School, Chamblee
Town Center, and Downtown Chamblee, with
connectivity to the regional transit network via
MARTA.
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Chamblee Plaza Redevelopment (NS.34, B.35,
B.38)
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New project recommendations build from and are
coordinated with MTP recommendations. These
include:
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Area-Specific Project Recommendations

Chamblee Plaza Redevelopment

Pi

Additional MTP project recommendations include
the creation of new bike facilities/multi-use trails,
installing new streets internal to Downtown
Chamblee, filling gaps in the sidewalk network,
and painting crosswalks to improve pedestrian
access and safety. Projects would connect to the
expanding trail system and provide access to retail
destinations and Chamblee’s greatest regional
transportation resource, the Chamblee MARTA
station.

NS.34 – Broad Street Extension and Bicycle
Facility

wood

Major project recommendations from the MTP
include multi-modal improvements with the Rail
Trail Phase 2 Expansion, Sexton Woods-Malone
Drive Intersection Alignment, and Peachtree
Boulevard Access Management. The Rail Trail
Phase 2 Expansion (B.04) would connect to the
existing Rail Trail at Keswick Park and extend
access to the Peachtree Station shopping center
to the west (already under construction) and
Downtown Chamblee to the east. The Sexton
Woods-Malone Drive Intersection Alignment (NS.05)
and Peachtree Boulevard Access Management
initiative (SA.02 and NS.07) are intended to improve
safety through controlled access, operational
improvements, and proper spacing between
intersections. These efforts address safety for all
users and create a better walking experience.
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Legend

The concept plan to the right and the 3-D perspectives that follow illustrate ideas for the long-term future. This
concept plan is intended to depict potential redevelopment for the area, however, development will occur based on
market conditions and willingness of the current owners to sell or redevelop.

Attached Housing
Multi-Family Housing
Commercial Retail

Redevelopment Narrative

Mixed Use

This section of the Buford Highway corridor (LU.10) connects Chamblee to neighboring Doraville — as
such, this corridor should be a welcoming gateway into the city. Additionally, this section of Buford Highway
is dominated by older developments where the parking lots front the street. Any future redevelopment
should have buildings fronting the street with parking in the rear. Along the Buford Highway corridor and
the Chamblee Dunwoody Road corridor, there would be commercial retail and a combination of residential
and office mixed-use in 5 to 8 story buildings. The mixed-use buildings are intended to be a combination
of uses and not intended to mandate residential as part of the mix of uses. Office space is proposed in
mixed-use buildings and could support the nearby IRS and CDC campuses. As one moves away from
Buford Highway, there are opportunities for medium-density residential that would include alley-loaded
townhomes, quadplexes/sixplexes, and other smaller multi-family building types. The vacant lands behind
the DeKalb County Animal Control building could be used as a park with multi-purpose (P.09) that would
have multi-purpose sports fields for casual play, as they are already used in that way by nearby residents.
The area would also have increased connectivity; Carroll Circle would be extended south past Chamblee
Tucker Road to Buford Highway and north to Pearl Lane, and new streets would be built throughout as
part of redevelopment. Pocket parks would be built to provide green space and to increase environmental
sustainability.

Pearl Lane

Chamblee-Dunwoody Road
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Laventure Drive
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Transportation Recommendations
The projects listed below include both MTP recommendations as well as other area-specific
recommendations that will enhance future mobility and connectivity within the area.

#

Legend
MTP Multi-Use Trail
MTP Safety & Operational Improvements
MTP Safety & Operational Improvements

Project

B.01

Chamblee Tucker Multi-Use Path

B.08

Beverly Hills-Dresden East Connector

SA.01

Buford Highway Corridor Access Management

SA.03

Chamblee Tucker Road/Shallowford Intersection Design
Chamblee Dunwoody Multi-Use Path

B.32

Carroll Circle Multi-Use Trail

OP.15

Chamblee Tucker Road/Shallowford Road Roundabout

OP.16

Chamblee Tucker Road/Carroll Circle Roundabout

OP.17

Chamblee Dunwoody Road/Carroll Circle Intersection Improvement

ST.09

Buford Highway/Chamblee Dunwoody Road/Shallowford Road Study

ST.11

Shallowford Road Corridor Study

Proposed Intersection Improvement
Proposed Study
Proposed Study
Pearl Lane

Chamblee-Dunwoody Road

OP.17

ST.09

B.31
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MTP Projects
Project recommendations from the MTP focus
on roadway improvements to relieve congestion,
improve access points in the area, and provide
a key east-west multi-use path. An intersection
improvement is recommended for Chamblee Tucker
Road at Shallowford Road to address visibility and
safety concerns. Additionally, the MTP recommends
an access management study along Buford
Highway to identify opportunities to reduce crashes
by minimizing curb cuts and limiting excessive
speeding. To connect central Chamblee to the
City’s planned trail network, the MTP recommends
a Chamblee Tucker multi-use path to connect
the MARTA station and Rail-Trail in Downtown
Chamblee to Buford Highway and Beverly HillsDresden East Connector and the Dresden east utility
corridor trail.

Area-Specific Project Recommendations
New project recommendations build from and are
coordinated with MTP recommendations. These
include:

192

•

B.31 – Chamblee Dunwoody Multi-Use Path

•

B.32 – Carroll Circle Multi-Use Trail

•

OP.15 – Chamblee Tucker Road/Shallowford
Road Roundabout

•

OP.16 – Chamblee Tucker Road/Carroll
Circle Roundabout

•

OP.17 – Chamblee Dunwoody Road/Carroll
Circle Intersection Improvement

•

ST.09 – Buford Highway/Chamblee
Dunwoody Road/Shallowford Road Study

•

ST.11 – Shallowford Road Corridor Study

ONE CHAMBLEE COMPREHENSIVE PLAN DRAFT

Chamblee Dunwoody Road Corridor
Redevelopment (B.31, OP.17)

North-South Bicycle Corridor Improvements
(B.32, OP.16)

Recent streetscape improvements along Chamblee
Dunwoody Road have improved safety and
walkability for area residents and patrons of the
thriving businesses along this corridor. However,
the stretch of roadway between New Peachtree
Road and Buford Highway, which experiences
higher vehicle speeds, does not have traffic control
devices. The corridor also does not have any
crosswalks, making it dangerous for pedestrians
to cross. Lastly, vehicle speeds can create
unsafe biking conditions, causing cyclists to use
the sidewalk, which may create conflicts with
pedestrians. Connectivity to Downtown Chamblee
could also be improved, as the Downtown Rail
Trail portion does not have a clear connection to
southeast Chamblee. The Chamblee Dunwoody
Multi-Use Path (B.31) aims to provide solutions to
these challenges by designing and constructing
a multi-use path on the north side of the corridor
between New Peachtree Road and Buford Highway.
In the interim, a study should be conducted to
determine suitable locations for the installation of
pedestrian signals, painted crosswalks, likely at bus
stops and other heavily-crossed locations.

In addition to the extension of Carroll Circle, a Carroll
Circle Multi-Use Path (B.32) is recommended to
connect the city’s trail network from north to south.
This would provide a safe path for non-vehicular
travel between Downtown Chamblee and future
redevelopment within the Buford Highway area,
including the IRS and CDC campuses south of
Chamblee Tucker Road. The Chamblee Tucker
Carroll Circle Roundabout (OP.16) is proposed
to help control vehicle speeds and enable safer
crossing for pedestrians and bicyclists on the
southern end of the path, as it connects with
Chamblee Tucker Multi-Use Path (B.01) from
the MTP. If the Carroll Circle intersection is
determined to be too close to the intersection of
Chamblee Tucker Road and Buford Highway, or not
appropriate for a roundabout due to heavy volumes
on Chamblee Tucker Road, a multi-use trail and
roundabout should be considered at Cumberland
Drive.

As this area redevelops, there will likely be greater
volumes of people traveling along and across
Chamblee Dunwoody Road. The Chamblee
Dunwoody Carroll/Circle Intersection Improvement
(OP.17) would help facilitate slower speeds and
improve multi-modal access and safety along
the multi-use path, particularly related to vehicles
turning onto or from Chamblee Dunwoody Road.

for intersection improvements. Buford Highway/
Chamblee Dunwoody Road/Shallowford Road Study
(ST.09) calls for an evaluation of options to improve
the geometry of all three intersections. Options
could include a split-T with roundabouts and
signals, realigning Shallowford Road to intersect
with Buford Highway farther north and removing
the eastern leg of the intersection with Buford
Highway. Future improvement could also consider
realignment to a large roundabout, creating safer
turning movements for all legs of the combination
of streets, and an opportunity to utilize the island
as a defining gateway for the City of Chamblee and
Buford Highway. Additionally, roundabouts may not
be determined to be the best solution, and other
intersection improvements should be considered to
ensure safety of all modes.

Intersection Re-evaluation and Study (OP.15,
ST.09, ST.11)
The eastern leg of the intersection of Chamblee
Tucker Road and Shallowford Road is currently
aligned at an angle, limiting motorists’ visibility
of other vehicles and pedestrians as they enter
the intersection. MTP project SA.03 calls for
realignment of the eastern leg. This requires a
partnership with the City of Doraville as right-ofway would be needed to realign the eastern leg. An
alternative, and potentially more effective solution,
would be to realign the intersection further south
and install a roundabout, Chamblee Tucker Road/
Shallowford Road Roundabout (OP.15), as part of
future redevelopment efforts.
Another roadway alignment that is challenging is
the intersection of Shallowford Road, Chamblee
Dunwoody Road, and Buford Highway. Future
development in the area may lead to the need

Columbus Circle, New York City

Lastly, to ensure that the above projects and future
development are considered comprehensively,
a Shallowford Road Corridor Study (ST.11) is
recommended in coordination with the City of
Doraville to review safety improvements, access
management, and streetscape improvements along
Buford Highway from Interstate 85 to the Doraville
MARTA station.
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This section of Buford Highway (LU.11), like many other sections of this road corridor, is mostly older
developments, auto dealerships, and repair shops with parking oriented to the street. This area is reimagined
as a 5 to 8 story residential and office mixed-use and commercial corridor, with the majority of the density
proposed across the street from PDK and close to Dresden Park. Moreover, there is an active plan for the
Hearn property (P. 04) to transform into a new park with a soccer field, tennis courts, community gardens,
and to make it the home of Chamblee’s new police department; this will serve as a catalytic project for the
area. The area includes two minor collector streets, Dresden Drive and Plaster Road, which meet near Buford
Highway, creating two unique intersections in close proximity to each other. The intersection of Buford
Highway, Dresden Drive, and Plaster Road is reconfigured (OP.03, NS.27). Along the realigned Dresden Drive
is lower-density mixed-use, quadplexes/sixplexes, and higher density multi-family. Alley-loaded townhomes
and quadplexes/sixplexes line the northern side of Plaster Road. Dresden Park is extended south to where
a creek is located, and green parking pavers installed west of the creek could provide overflow parking for
events at the park. The connection to the Peachtree Creek Greenway is another important catalytic project
for the area.

Woodside Way

Multi-Family Housing

rd

Redevelopment Narrative

Attached Housing

fo

The concept plan to the right and the 3-D perspectives that follow illustrate ideas for the long-term future. This
concept plan is intended to depict potential redevelopment for the area, however, development will occur based on
market conditions and willingness of the current owners to sell or redevelop.
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Transportation Recommendations

Legend

The projects listed below include both MTP recommendations as well as other area-specific
recommendations that will enhance future mobility and connectivity within the area.

Peachtree Creek Greenway-Dresden East Connector Trail

OP.03

Buford Highway/Dresden Drive/Plaster Road Intersection Design

SA.09

Buford Highway Repurposing

ST.01

Buford Highway Corridor Access Management

SW.18

Dresden Court Sidewalks

SW.19 & SW.34

MTP Sidewalks
Proposed Multi-Use Trail
Proposed Intersection Improvement
Proposed Study
SA.09

B.07

Buford Highway Sidewalks
Plaster Road Sidewalk
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NS.27 – Dresden Drive/Buford Highway/
Plaster Road

Dresden Park Redevelopment (B.39, NS.27,
OP.13)

OP.13 – Plaster Road/Woodacres Road/
Dresden Drive Roundabout

The land use plan for this Small Area Plan envisions
redevelopment along Buford Highway and Plaster
Road coinciding with the planned expansion of
Dresden Park, creating a mixed-use neighborhood
that is connected via local streets and multi-use
paths with appropriate access to Buford Highway.
To meet these goals, the plan re-envisions MTP
project OP.03: the Buford Highway, Dresden Drive,
and Plaster Road intersection. The MTP project
calls for medians on Buford Highway to restrict
duplicative westbound turning movements onto
Plaster Road and Dresden Drive as Plaster and
Dresden Drive merge to the west of the intersection.
Instead, the Dresden Drive/Buford Highway/
Plaster Road (NS.27) project calls for removing the
intersection of Dresden Drive at Buford Highway
and realigning Dresden Drive to intersect with
Plaster Road at Woodacres Road with a new
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B.39 – Dresden Drive Multi-Use Trail
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New project recommendations build from and are
coordinated with the MTP recommendations. These
include:

Dresden Park Redevelopment

Hi

B.33 – Buford Highway Multi-Use Trail

Area-Specific Project Recommendations

To support future multi-modal travel to and from this small area, this plan recommends constructing the
Dresden Drive Multi-Use Trail (B.39), between Peachtree Creek Greenway-Dresden East Connector (B.07) and
Clairmont Road, on the north side of Dresden Drive to connect to the Brookhaven trail network. Dedicated
signal timing at the intersection of Buford Highway and at grade crossings of Dresden Drive should be
considered as part of the Dresden Park Expansion and the Peachtree Creek Greenway-Dresden East
Connector (B.07).
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As described in the Buford Highway LCI study, there
are many challenges to making the Buford Highway
corridor safer and more livable. MTP projects ST.01
and SA.09 call for access management and the
repurposing of the outer lane to right-size Buford
Highway based on traffic volumes. A Buford
Highway Multi-Use Trail (B.33) is envisioned to
connect the Peachtree Creek Greenway-Dresden
East Connector Trail (B.07) with the Chamblee
Tucker Road Multi-Use Path (B.01). During the
design of reclaiming the outside lane, step 3 of
SA.09, consider a multi-use path from Dresden
Park to Beverly Hills Drive on the east side of the
street. At the signalized intersection of Beverly Hills
Drive, a dedicated phase to cross Buford Highway
to connect to the IRS and CDC campuses and an
extended path on the west side of Buford Highway
from Beverly Hills Drive to Chamblee Tucker Road
along a north-south access easement should be
added.

roundabout, Plaster Road/Woodacres Road/Dresden Drive Roundabout (OP.13). The removal of the western
leg of Dresden Drive eliminates redundancy and creates a larger and more desirable plot of developable land
on the northwest corner of Plaster Road and Buford Highway. This would also require the realignment of
Dresden Drive to meet Plaster Road on the east side of Buford Highway without severely impacting the flow
of Dresden Drive. The plan recommends shifting Dresden Drive south to the existing intersection of Plaster
Road at Woodacres Road, which would be best completed with future redevelopment of the site.

fo

Project recommendations from the MTP focus
on addressing safety concerns in the area and
improving access and connectivity. Recommended
projects include improving pedestrian crossings and
restricting duplicative turning movements at the
Buford Highway, Dresden Drive, and Plaster Road
intersection (OP.03). Other projects include adding
sidewalks to improve access and enhance the
pedestrian experience and a proposed Peachtree
Creek Greenway-Dresden East Connector Trail.
Buford Highway is also recommended for a corridor
access management study.

Buford Highway Phased Approach to Bicycle
Connectivity (B.33)
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Commercial Retail
Mixed Use
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This section of Buford Highway (LU.12) connects Chamblee into neighboring Brookhaven — as such, this
corridor should be a welcoming gateway into both cities. One major landmark in this area that should be
preserved is Plaza Fiesta. Plaza Fiesta should be reimagined with portions of the property repurposed for
additional commercial, mixed-use, and gathering space. New street connections (NS.06, NS.26) could be
built between Buford Highway and Clairmont Road to create more walkable urban blocks. A community
plaza celebrating the cultural diversity of Chamblee and the Buford Highway corridor could also be created
as part of new development. The remainder of the Buford Highway corridor would also have street-facing
commercial and mixed-use development to replace older developments that currently feature parking facing
the streets. Density will be required in order for redevelopment to occur. Behind these mixed-use buildings
on the eastern side of the corridor are townhomes that provide a transition to the existing nearby residential
neighborhoods.

Attached Housing

fo

Redevelopment Narrative

Legend

Bu

The concept plan to the right and the 3-D perspectives that follow illustrate ideas for the long-term future. This
concept plan is intended to depict potential redevelopment for the area, however, development will occur based on
market conditions and willingness of the current owners to sell or redevelop.

W. Hardee Avenue

Clairmont Road

E Buford Highway @ Clairmont Road

Dresden

Drive

Skyland Drive

The Clairmont Road corridor also provides some unique challenges and opportunities. Clairmont Road
and properties west of it are within the City of Brookhaven. Along the Chamblee side of the corridor,
residential mixed-use development would provide higher-density opportunities, and neighborhood-serving
commercial retail centers would serve nearby neighborhoods. The City of Chamblee is currently coordinating
with the City of Brookhaven to ensure that future developments and streetscape along the corridor are
complimentary (ST.10).
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Transportation Recommendations
Transportation and connectivity recommendations support this vision to create a walkable retail
destination. The projects listed below include both MTP recommendations as well as other area-specific
recommendations that will enhance future mobility and connectivity within the area.

#

Project

W. Hardee Avenue

Legend
MTP New Street
MTP Safety & Operational Improvements
MTP Safety & Operational Improvements
MTP Sidewalks

NS.04

Dering Circle-Buford Highway Connector

Proposed Multi-Use Trail

NS.06

Dresden Drive-Buford Highway Connector

Proposed Street Connection

Buford Highway/Clairmont Road Intersection Design

SW.33

Buford Highway Sidewalks

B.39

Bragg Street

Proposed Study
Clairmont Road

SA.04

Dresden Drive Multi-Use Trail

NS.26

Buford Highway to Clairmont Road Connector

ST.10

Clairmont Road Corridor Study
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denotes new area-specific project
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B.39 – Dresden Drive Multi-Use Trail

•

NS.26 – Buford Highway to Clairmont Road
Connector

•

ST.10 – Clairmont Road Corridor Study
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Like the Dresden Drive-Buford Highway Connector
(NS.06) and Dering Circle-Buford Highway
Connector (NS.04), Buford Highway to Clairmont
Road Connector (NS.26) is intended to support
future redevelopment and connectivity in the area.
This connecting road extends MTP project NS.06
to Clairmont Road and supports the creation of a
plaza/public space on the northern corner of Buford
Highway.

NS.06

rd

New project recommendations build from and
coordinate with the MTP recommendations. These
include:

Plaza Fiesta - Buford Highway Connections
(NS.26)

B.39

fo

Area-Specific Project Recommendations

Along Clairmont Road, from Buford Highway to
the northern edge of the small area, there are
four signalized intersections, providing controlled
movement from Brookhaven to the west to
Buford Highway through and around the Plaza
Fiesta shopping center. With future development,
additional cross-connecting streets should be
considered. Further study and coordination with
the City of Brookhaven should also be conducted to
determine needs along the corridor. The Clairmont
Road Corridor Study (ST.10) recommends studying
the corridor, not only within this Small Area Plan, but
extending farther north to Peachtree Boulevard.

Bu

Project recommendations from the MTP focus
on increasing connections in the area by adding
to the existing street and sidewalk networks. The
Dering Circle-Buford Highway Connector would
create a new street with signalized access at the
Plaza Fiesta entrance, a major Buford Highway
intersection, allowing safer turning movements.
The Dresden Drive Buford Highway Connector
would create a new street that follows the eastern
edge of the Plaza Fiesta property. Additionally, the
plan recommends adding sidewalks along Buford
Highway and improved intersection design at
Clairmont Road to change the signal phasing and
realign crosswalks to shorten the crossing distance
for pedestrians, improving pedestrian safety and
connectivity.

Clairmont Road Corridor Study (ST.10)

Clairmont Road

MTP Projects

NS.26

Dering Circl

e

NS.04
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F Shallowford Road @ Interstate 85

Legend

The concept plan to the right and the 3-D perspectives that follow illustrate ideas for the long-term future. This
concept plan is intended to depict potential redevelopment for the area, however, development will occur based on
market conditions and willingness of the current owners to sell or redevelop.

Dresden Drive

Attached Housing
Multi-Family Housing

Frontier Trail

Office
Mixed Use

The area north of Shallowford Road adjacent to Interstate 85 (LU.13) is envisioned as a walkable
employment center with office buildings of upwards of 10 stories, but predominantly office mixed-use.
The office areas would have a new direct connection to the Interstate 85 access road (NS.23, NS.18).
Townhouses are proposed in the northern area to serve as a transition to the existing single-family
neighborhood. The Interstate 85 interchange at Shallowford Road provides an opportunity to create a
gateway development to welcome visitors into Chamblee. Shallowford Road would be lined with residential
mixed-use and commercial retail that would serve residents, workers, and St. Pius X students after school.

Civic

Plas
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ad

The realignment of Johnson Road (NS.09) creates an opportunity for St. Pius X Catholic High School to
purchase land for expansion efforts and to create larger parcels adjacent to Interstate 85 in the southern
area. The connection to the Peachtree Creek Greenway is an important catalytic project for the area.
Connectivity is important to this Small Area Plan: new road connections are established onto the Interstate
85 access road both on the south and north sides (NS.23, NS.18), Johnson Road is rerouted (NS.09), and
a new street connects Plaster Road onto a stub-out on Capehart Place (NS.29) and establishes an urban
street grid with alley-loaded townhomes, high-density multi-family, and office and residential mixed-use.
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Transportation Recommendations

Legend

The projects listed below include both MTP recommendations as well as other area-specific
recommendations that will enhance future mobility and connectivity within the area.

MTP Multi-Use Trail
MTP New Street

SW.07

Frontier Trail Sidewalk

SW.17

Plaster Road Sidewalk

B.34

Trail Access from Dresden Park to St. Pius X Catholic High School

B.41

Peachtree Creek Greenway Connector Bridge South

Shallowford Road at Interstate 85 New Street Connection 2

NS.39

Johnson Road Extension

OP.14

Shallowford Road/Dresden Drive Intersection Improvement

OP.19

Johnson Road South Roundabout

ad
NS.09

OP.04

Plas

ter R
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SW.17

OP.19

B.07
ow

NS.30

B.34

all

Shallowford Road at Interstate 85 New Street Connection 1

SW.07

Sh

NS.29

Shallowford Ro

Shallowford/Dresden Pedestrian Improvements

ad

SA.08

Ro

Johnson Road East Extension

n

NS.23

NS.23

so

Johnson Road South Extension

Proposed Intersection Improvement

hn

NS.18

NS.39

Jo

Johnson Road Realignment

Proposed Street Connection

85

NS.09

Proposed Multi-Use Trail

te

Shallowford Operations at Interstate 85 Interchange
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OP.04

B.05
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Peachtree Creek Greenway

MTP Sidewalks

te

B.07

MTP Safety & Operational Improvements

In

Dresden East Utility Corridor Trail

NS.30

MTP Safety & Operational Improvements

Project

B.05

Dresden Drive

SA.08

Frontier Trail

#
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•

NS.39 – Johnson Road Extension

•

OP.14 – Shallowford Road/Dresden Drive
Intersection Improvement

•

OP.19 – Johnson Road South Roundabout
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NS.30 – Shallowford Road at Interstate 85
New Street Connection 2
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NS.29 – Shallowford Road at Interstate 85
New Street Connection 1

Dresden Drive
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•

B.34

NS.29
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B.41 – Peachtree Creek Greenway
Connector Bridge South

SA.08

85

•

B.07

te

B.34 –Trail Access from Dresden Park to St.
Pius X Catholic High School

Shallowford Road Development South

ta

•

Shallowford Road Development North

rs

New project recommendations build from and
coordinate with the MTP recommendations. These
include:

The area south of St. Pius X Catholic High School features MTP projects that would add sidewalks, install
a multi-use path, and connect Johnson Road to the Interstate 85 access road at its southern extent.
Additionally, the redevelopment plan envisions future offices, mixed-use development, and multi-family
housing to create a more connected neighborhood. This plan recommends a new road, Shallowford Road
at Interstate 85 New Street Connection 1 (NS.29), to connect from Capehart Circle to Plaster Road. This
road would help organize and access future development and create a well-connected street grid. To
continue to support redevelopment, NS.29 and Johnson Road Realignment (NS.09) should be connected
by a roundabout, Johnson Road South Roundabout (OP.19). Additionally, trail access from Dresden Park
to St. Pius X Catholic High School (B.34) would provide a spur trail from the high school to the Peachtree
Creek Greenway-Dresden East Connector Trail (B.07) via an existing bridge and goat path. Lastly, future
redevelopment of the southern half of the small area is separated by Peachtree Creek. The Peachtree Creek
Greenway Connector Bridge South (B.41) will connect the redevelopment area to the Peachtree Creek
Greenway (B.07) from the MTP.

te

Area-Specific Project Recommendations

This Small Area Plan is distinctly separated into
two sections: the area north of St. Pius X Catholic
High School and the area south of it. In the area
north of St. Pius X Catholic High School, the
MTP recommends the realignment of Johnson
Road (NS.09) to the existing intersection with
Frontier Trail, removing the existing unsignalized
intersection near the Interstate 85 access ramp
and creating a signalized intersection. This new
signalized intersection would also support Johnson
Road East Extension, (NS.23), a connection from
Shallowford Road to Dresden Drive through the
area. To add to this new road network and support
future investment, Shallowford Road at Interstate
85 New Street Connection 2 (NS.30) and Johnson
Road Extension (NS.39) are recommended to
create a grid network and connection from St.
Pius X Catholic High School and Frontier Trail to
Interstate 85 access road. Additionally, to minimize
collisions and ensure the safety of people walking
along the street, MTP project OP.04 recommends
consolidating driveways and widening the roadway
to create a two-way left turn lane. As Shallowford
Road intersects with Dresden Drive and MTP
project B.05, the Dresden East Utility Corridor Trail,
a Shallowford Road/Dresden Drive Intersection
Improvement (OP.14) is recommended to control
speeds and minimize conflicts between pedestrians,
cyclists, and motorists at the intersection.

Shallowford Road Development South (B.34, NS.29, OP.19)

In

Project recommendations from the MTP focus
on crossing barriers and providing improved
pedestrian/bicycle facilities and street networks.
The plan recommends a utility corridor trail
to parallel Buford Highway, with improved
sidewalks providing connectivity for residents
in northeastern to southeastern Chamblee. This
improvement in connection with operational
enhancements at Shallowford Road at Dresden
Drive would emphasize pedestrian and cyclist
safety. Additionally, a realignment of Johnson Road
and new streets are recommended to improve
connectivity and spur redevelopment in the area.

Shallowford Road Development North (NS.30,
OP.14) & Shallowford Operations at I-85

Shallowford Road

MTP Projects

NS.23
OP.04

NS.18
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COMMUNITY VISION

Population & Housing
Policies
#
PH.1

Policy
Expand Chamblee’s reach into the Hispanic,
Latino, and Spanish-speaking communities
by increasing communications and doing
specialized outreach.

PH.2

Eliminate or renovate substandard or
dilapidated housing.

PH.3

Promote and incentivize homeownership
opportunities for existing and prospective
residents.

PH.4

Encourage the creation of “missing middle”
housing to better accommodate the diverse
population and their needs.

PH.5

Educate the public on the availability of
Neighborhood Preservation Design Overlays
to promote infill development and renovations
that complement the existing homes in the
neighborhood.

PH.6

Preserve the existence of quality naturallyoccurring affordable housing.
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Identity

Economic
Vitality

Livability

Connections

Service

#

Policy

PH.7

Incentivize property owners to bring properties
already in violation with code enforcement up
to code.

PH.8

Continue to research programs and policies
that will increase Chamblee’s affordable
housing stock (land trust, inclusionary zoning,
etc).

Identity

Economic
Vitality

Livability

Connections

Service

Population and housing policies were developed to address several needs: promoting the development
of more diverse housing types, preserving character, preserving the existing stock of affordable housing,
and creating more affordable housing through creative needs. Short-term projects (see page 296) seek to
advance these policies by focusing efforts on hiring bilingual staff, further study of Chamblee’s existing
housing (see page 222 for more details), creating a strategy for affordable housing, and incentivizing
renovation of homes over tear-down/re-builds.
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Recommendations &
Projects
Housing Inventory
To fully understand the needs surrounding housing
throughout the city, such as supply, condition,
and affordability, there needs to be an inventory
conducted that can:
•

Determine which units are vacant and/or
dilapidated and warrant removal;

•

Determine units that are of poorer quality
and may warrant basic improvements;

•

Identify code violations and correct them;

•

Identify potential issues with affordability;
and

•

Identify gaps in the housing supply (most
notably, housing types that are in high
demand, but low in supply).

The results of the study can help advance housing
policies, like preserving naturally occurring
affordable housing, removing vacant and dilapidated
units and renovating other units, and introducing
new housing types into the market.

WHAT IS NATURALLY
OCCURRING AFFORDABLE
HOUSING?
Naturally Occurring Affordable Housing (known
as “NOAHs”) are residential rental properties
that maintain low rents without federal subsidy.
It is the most common form of affordable units
in the United States.
NOAHs are typically Class B and Class C rental
buildings, complexes, or detached housing that
have been built between 1940 and 1990. Rents
are lower-ranging, generally between $550
and $1,200, depending on the location and the
quality of the unit. These housing units are
affordable to most low- and moderate income
households (those that earn between 50-80% of
the median household income). NOAH units are
the housing at greatest risk of being lost due to
market speculation and upgrades that result in
higher rents and lost affordability.
While upgrading poorer quality units is often
desired and can boost community development,
it is important to maintain a healthy inventory
of naturally affordable units.

WHAT IS MISSING MIDDLE
HOUSING? AND HOW DOES
IT RELATE TO AFFORDABLE
HOUSING?
An initiative gaining significant traction
nationwide is the provision of “missing middle
housing.” In many cities, most of the housing
stock is comprised of single-family houses
and large multi-family buildings, which do
not fit everyone’s needs as they relate to size,
accessibility, and cost. This initiative promotes
more varied housing options that exist along a
spectrum of size.
There are many types of housing that fall under
this:
•

Cottage courts

•

Townhomes

•

Duplexes (2 units) and triplexes (3
units), with units either stacked or
placed side-by-side

•

Multiplexes (4+ units), with units either
stacked or placed side-by-side

•

Courtyard apartments

•

Live/work units

•

Accessory dwelling units (ADUs)

These units can either be rented or owneroccupied, which make them flexible to
changing markets.
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WHAT ARE SOME WAYS
AFFORDABLE HOUSING STOCK
CAN BE INCREASED?
Housing Tax Credit Program. The Housing Tax
Credit Program allocates federal and state tax
credits to owners of qualified rental properties
who reserve all or a portion of their units for
occupancy for low income tenants. The Georgia
DCA offers a streamlined, single application
to access funds available through the HOME
Rental Housing Loan and Housing Tax Credit
programs. (Source: Georgia DCA)
Community Land Trust. By keeping housing
permanently affordable, a community land
trust helps reduce the displacement that
can accompany gentrification when property
values are climbing, and provides a community
framework that supports residents and limits
their overall exposure to debt that has been
proven to sharply reduce the incidence of
foreclosure when the economy takes a turn for
the worse. Currently, this model is being used in
Atlanta to combat climbing home values in the
Atlanta BeltLine corridor and increase the city’s
stock of affordable housing. (Source: Atlanta
Land Trust)
Inclusionary Zoning. Inclusionary zoning
is a policy that was originally developed in
the 1970s as a response to zoning policies
that were designed to racially segregate
communities. It is a popular tool for getting the
private market to subsidize affordable housing.
For example, the City of Atlanta requires that
rental developments with 10 or more units must
set aside 10% of their units for includes at or
below 60% of Area Median Income (AMI), or
15% of their units at or below 80% AMI, or pay
a one-time in-lieu fee to be paid at 15% of AMI
per unit. Adopting an inclusionary zoning policy
in Chamblee could help increase the city’s stock
of affordable rental units.
COMMUNITY VISION
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Economic Development
Policies
#

Policy

ED.1

Target reinvestment in underdeveloped areas
to further encourage redevelopment and
accommodate future growth.

ED.2

Support and establish programs for
retention, expansion, and creation
of businesses that enhance the
community’s economic development and
entrepreneurship.

ED.3

Encourage the development of Downtown
Chamblee as a vibrant center for arts, dining,
shopping, living, and civic activities.

ED.4

Support public art as a tool for economic
development.

ED.5

Encourage the development of destinationscale live-work projects to serve as a new
gateway into Chamblee from Interstate 285 and
Peachtree Boulevard.

ED.6

ED.7

224

Encourage the continued reinvestment along
Peachtree Boulevard with development that is
consistent with the vision for the corridor and
the downtown area of Chamblee.
Continue to implement the Town Center Master
Plan
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Identity

Economic
Vitality

Livability

Connections

Service

#

Policy

ED.8

Continue to encourage the reinvestment
occurring along Peachtree Boulevard near the
Brookhaven city limits.

ED.9

Build TOD connectivity with MARTA station on
the east side of the rail line while strengthening
the economic impact of DeKalb-Peachtree
Airport.

ED.10

Build upon Buford Highway’s competitive
advantages to activate critical commercial
areas of the corridor.

ED.11

Maximize the economic potential of DeKalbPeachtree Airport through strategic marketing
and investment.

ED.12

Enhance Century Center’s market
competitiveness as a regional employment hub
for the Interstate 85 corridor.

ED.13

Initiate proactive and consistent outreach to
property owners.

ED.14

Build a local workforce that matches the
existing and targeted job opportunities in
Chamblee.

ED.15

Proactively support the growth and expansion
of Chamblee’s aviation-based business cluster.

Identity

Economic
Vitality

Livability

Connections
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#

Policy

ED.16

Proactively support the growth and expansion
of Chamblee’s professional services business
base.

ED.17

Proactively support the growth and expansion
of Chamblee’s logistics and production market.

ED.18

Proactively support the growth and expansion
of destination and multicultural dining
establishments and businesses.

ED.19

Continue to engage the local business
community in all economic development and
planning efforts.

ED.20

Support the important role of affordable,
attainable and workforce housing as an overall
economic-development asset and promote
development of these projects

ED.21

ED.22

Identity

Economic
Vitality

Livability

Connections

Service

employees but the employer does not have to pay
for the insurance.

There are a variety of economic development
programs and incentives that are available for
Chamblee. The program they should most consider
and pursue is the state Opportunity Zones (OZ)
program. The state program, administered by the
Georgia Department of Community Affairs (DCA),
is designed to help attract jobs. Currently, there are
no OZs in Chamblee.

The job tax credit is for a maximum of five years
and may be used over a ten year period. It is
credit against Georgia Income Tax, any residual
credit can be applied against withholding tax. The
company must file for the credit with the local
community and DCA and be approved before
claiming the credit on their taxes.

The state’s program is outlined below:
•

The program combined and simplified
several existing incentive programs into
a more powerful and flexible job incentive
program, such as Enterprise Zones, Urban
Redevelopment Law, and State Job Tax
Credit incentives.

•

It broadened the applicability of job tax
credits to all types of jobs as long as they
exceed local average wage levels.

•

The incentive is not just available to new
employers but to existing employers who
hire net new employees.

•

It provides a tax credit of up to $1,750
per job for 15 or more jobs created both
existing and new employers in Tier 3
counties — a $26,250 job tax credit over
five years against state taxes paid by the
company.

Preserve Chamblee’s Antique Row.

Promote development of Opportunity Zones
throughout the city (see next page).

Many of these economic development policies are taken straight from the City’s Strategic Economic
Development Plan. The rest are carried over from the previous comprehensive plan or were created based
on the results of public outreach and the needs and opportunities analysis. Economic development projects
(see pages 292-297) include action items from this plan, focusing on matters related to leveraging existing
assets, attracting new businesses, job creation, and redevelopment (assembling parcels, leveraging funding
mechanisms, et cetera).
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WHAT ARE OPPORTUNITY
ZONES?
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To be eligible for designation, OZ areas must meet
a four way test of pervasive poverty (located in a
Census block group with 15% or more residents
in poverty), general distress, underdevelopment,
and blight. Jobs created must meet three criteria
to qualify: jobs must be full time at 35+ hours per
week, must be at a wage higher than the average
wage in the county with the lowest average wage
in the state, and must offer health insurance to

The federal Opportunity Zone program is new
and is a result of the latest federal tax reform bill.
The exact details are still being worked out, but
designated census tracts will be eligible for tax
credits to development investors. 250 Georgia
Census tracts are included in the program, with
two in Chamblee: Tract 212.04 (PDK and the area
east of Peachtree Road and north of Chamblee
Tucker Road), and Tract 214.09 (along Interstate
85 between Century Center and Shallowford Road).
These OZs can help Chamblee get additional
housing opportunities and attract new office and
retail development in these areas.

LEGEND
Federal Opportunity
Zones

COMMUNITY VISION
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Natural Resources & Sustainability
Policies
#

Policy

NR.1

Promote development that is environmentallysensitive, and protects valuable community,
historic, and cultural resources.

NR.2

Ensure adequate and high-quality water
through protection of ground and surface
water sources.

NR.3

Continue to support enhanced and develop
solid waste reduction and recycling initiatives.

NR.4

Encourage sustainable policies, practices,
and programs to better protect the natural
environment and for the health and well-being
of future generations.

NR.5

Maintain and advance Chamblee’s status as a
sustainable city.

NR.6
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Promote conservation planning through low
impact development, sustainable food systems,
and the protection of watersheds, urban
forests, and wildlife habitats.
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Consideration of the
Regional Water Plan
Chamblee is located in the headwaters of the
Chattahoochee River, split by two sub-watersheds
– Nancy Creek and the North Fork of Peachtree
Creek. Due to the location at the headwaters, the
city has a responsibility to make sure that the water
in those streams is as clean and healthy as possible
for downstream neighbors. Additionally, the Metro
Atlanta region, which Chamblee is a part of, is a
water-constrained area, further highlighting the
need for alignment with the Regional Water Plan.
The City, jointly with DeKalb County and the Cities
of Dunwoody, Doraville, and Brookhaven, worked to
complete the Nancy Creek Watershed Improvement
Plan in 2016. The plan’s overall objective is to
examine the watershed health on a regional
scale and identify projects to improve watershed
conditions. The goals of the plan include:
•

Meet state water quality standards;

•

Restore stream buffers to prevent the loss of
soil/stream buffer;

•

Improve streams to “sub-optimal” habitat
condition or better; and

•

Support projects that promote wildlife
diversity and aesthetics.

Metro North Georgia Water
Planning District
DeKalb County and the City of Chamblee is located
in the Metropolitan North Georgia Water Planning
District (MNGWPD), a district created in 2001 by the
Georgia General Assembly to include 15 counties
and 92 cities within Metro Atlanta. The District’s
objective is to establish policy, create plans and
promote intergovernmental coordination of all water
issues from a regional perspective.
The District holds the role of developing regional
and watershed-specific plans for stormwater
management, wastewater treatment, and water
supply and conservation. These plans protect water
quality and water supply in and downstream of
the region, protect recreational values of the water
in and downstream of the region, and minimize
potential adverse impacts of development on
waters in and downstream of the region. In 2017,
the District updated the plans to combine them
into one comprehensive document – the Water
Resource Management Plan.
Additional areas of focus for the Plan update
include:
•

Updated water demand and wastewater flow
forecasts based on current usage patterns,
revised population and employment
projections, changes in state requirements

COMMUNITY VISION
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Initiative 1: Municipal Energy
Audits

and building codes that affect water use and implementation of the region’s water conservation and
efficiency program;
•

Enhanced strategies that maintain the region as a national leader in water conservation and
efficiency, with specific consideration of the potential role of commercial water users in water supply
and water conservation programs;

•

Improved efforts to promote management of septic systems across the District to promote water
quality and public health;

Improved design of public education requirements to better match the range of community sizes in
the District;

Chamblee Sustainability Imperative: Energy
Audits are an effective measure to maximize
taxpayer dollars. Operations and Maintenance
costs represent greater than 90% of a buildings
Life Cycle Costs. Municipal buildings often suffer
from inadequate investment, minimal oversight
and variable utilization and therefore rank very
low in Energy Usage Indices. Energy Audits nearly
always reveal no/low cost measures to reduce
energy usage. With Georgia ranking high in carbon
per kilowatt hour ratings, reductions create
disproportion carbon benefits.

•

Identification of new information on sources of financing for implementation; and

Task: Benchmark and Audit Municipal Buildings

•

Coordination of planning with the State Water Plan and the Regional Water Plans of neighboring
regional Water Planning Councils.

•

•

Better alignment of the watershed management action items with existing federal stormwater
management programs (that is, National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System [NPDES] Municipal
Separate Stormwater Sewer [MS4]) to reduce duplication of effort and simplify implementation;

•

Enter all buildings into ENERGY STAR
Portfolio Manager.

Recommendations & Projects

•

Contract with Certified Energy Manager to
Audit 50% of buildings (by area).

Green Communities Platinum Status

•

Early on in the planning process, the City of Chamblee expressed a desire to achieve “Platinum” status with
ARC’s Green Communities program (see the sidebar on the next page for more information).
In order to achieve this, six initiatives were identified:
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Initiative 1
Municipal Energy Audits

Government Green
Infrastructure

Initiative 2

Initiative 5

Government Cool Roof

Walk Friendly Community

Initiative 3

Initiative 6

Government Water Audits

Recycling Education Program
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•

Reducing the environmental impact of
the government through its buildings,
fleets and practices;

•

Encouraging their community to reduce
its environmental impact; and

•

Providing public education & outreach on
sustainability issues.

Benefits of Green Community Certification
include:
•

Fosters civic pride;

•

Creates a positive image of a place to live
or conduct business;

•

Sets an example for business and
organizations seeking to reduce their
environmental impact; and

•

Leads to a greater quality of life.

10% reduction in weather adjusted energy
usage.

Proposed Metrics

Initiative 4

The Green Communities Program is a voluntary
certification program through the Atlanta
Regional Commission (ARC) with goals that
include:

Utilize ASHRAE Level 2 standards.

Proposed Targets
•

THE ARC’S GREEN
COMMUNITIES PROGRAM

•

Kilowatt Hours saved.

Currently, Chamblee is certified “Gold.”

•

Therms saved.

Source: Atlanta Regional Commission

Implementation Plan
•

Schedule audits for all municipal buildings.

•

Utilize tracked savings for additional
efficiency upgrades.
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Initiative 2: Government Cool
Roof
Cool roofs are an effective way of reducing building
energy costs while also mitigating the urban heat
island effect. Standard roofs can reach up to 150°F
due to the absorption of sunlight from the dark
material used. Switching a roof to an ENERGY
STAR cool roof standards can reduce peak cooling
demand by 10 to 15 percent. The cooler surface
also reflects more sunlight, absorbing less heat,
thereby reducing local air temperatures (urban heat
island mitigation) and water runoff temperatures.

Task: Locate a Cool Roof on Government
Property
•

Provide education for cool roofs on site.

•

Provide documentation: type of cool roof
material, ENERGY STAR certification, photos,
education materials available that explain
the benefits of a cool roof, pamphlets or
plaques, and site and location of education
materials.

•

Develop selection criteria for implementation
of cool roof: budget, project type (retrofit,
recover, or replace), and candidate roof
analysis.

•

Distribute Request for Proposals (RFPs).

•

Select proponent and implement.

Resources
•

•

ENERGY STAR Labeled Roof Products
Case Study: https://www.energystar.gov/ia/
partners/manuf_res/JeffersonHouston_new.
pdf
ENERGY STAR rate cool roofs: https://www.
energystar.gov/products/building_products/
roof_products

•

Water Audits are an often overlooked but effective
measure to reduce Operations and Maintenance
costs of government buildings. Recently City Energy
Project and Southface have created intuitive guides
for building owners to complete their own water
audits. Operations and Maintenance costs represent
greater than 90% of a buildings Life Cycle Costs. In
fact, since 2010, water and sewer rates have risen
by 41 percent in 30 major US cities. Improving the
efficiency of indoor and outdoor plumbing fixtures
can yield significant water and cost savings,
allowing building owners to reinvest capital into
other municipal services (Source: Southface
– Advanced Commercial Buildings Initiative).
Additionally, Metro Atlanta is a water constrained
area, known for being the largest metropolitan
region extracting water from the smallest river.
Water Audits nearly always reveal no/low cost
measures to reduce energy usage.

Task: Benchmark and Audit Municipal Buildings

Proposed Targets
•

Initiative 3: Government Water
Audits

Implementation Plan

Cover at least 75 percent of the single
building roof surface.

•

Enter all buildings into ENERGY STAR
Portfolio Manager.

•

Complete a Level 2 Water Audit for 20% of
buildings by 2020:

Reduce peak cooling demand by 10 percent.

•

Proposed Metrics
•

Annual kWh savings.

•

Annual energy cost savings.

•

SRI percent.

•

Meet with key building operation
personnel to discuss consumption
patterns or operations issues
that may be affecting water use
efficiency.
Perform Level 2 Water Audit as
defined by City Energy Project.

•

Complete an annual inspection and review
of irrigation management practices.

•

Enroll in BIT Building: complete Best
Practices BP-01, BP-04, BP-09, BP-14.

Proposed Targets
•

15% reduction in water use intensity (WUI).

Proposed Metrics
•

Water Use Intensity (WUI).

•

Simple Payback.

•

Annual Water Savings.

Implementation Plan
•

Schedule audits for all municipal buildings
per 4 year deadline in ARC Green
Communities.

•

Utilize tracked savings for additional
efficiency upgrades.

Resources
•

BIT Building (https://www.bitbuilding.
org/s/) – BIT Building is a voluntary building
management program which provides
technical resources, community of technical
experts, and implementation guides to
improving the sustainable operations of
commercial buildings. The following Best
Practices fulfill the needs of ARC’s Green
Communities – Water Audits Criteria.
Enrolling into BIT Building and completing
these criteria would provide extended
technical assistance and support to meet
Green Communities Criteria.
•

BP01: Basic Performance Data
Tracking.

•

BP04: Water Audit & Planning.

A reflective roof
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•

•

BP09: Water Leak Detection.

•

BP14: Landscape & Exterior
Maintenance.

Southface’s Sustainable Site Management
Plan.

•

City Energy Project Water Audit Guidance.

•

American Water – Water Leak Detection Kit.

•

Landscape Irrigation Best Management
Practices.

•
•

Initiative 4: Government Green
Infrastructure

ACBI’s Procedures for Small Commercial
Energy & Water Assessments.
WaterSense at Work – BMP for Commercial
and Institutional Facilities.

Auditing a toilet for potential flow issues

Chamblee is split into two watersheds – Nancy
Creek and the North Fork of Peachtree Creek
– which are a part of the headwaters of the
Chattahoochee River. Therefore, the city has a
responsibility to make sure that the water in those
streams is as clean and healthy as possible for
downstream neighbors. A cost-effective way to
reach this goal is through green infrastructure (GI).
GI is an approach to managing stormwater runoff
that emphasizes infiltration, evapotranspiration
and reuse, thereby reducing the volume of polluted
runoff from entering our streams and pipe systems.
GI systems, such as bioretention areas, green
roofs, permeable pavers, and cisterns are designed
capture the first one inch of rainfall. In addition
to stormwater management and cleaning water
for downstream neighbors, GI provides local
benefits, including wildlife habitat creation and
biodiversity, Urban Heat Island mitigation, creation
of greenspaces, and opportunities for localized
workforce development.

Task: Install a Demonstration Green
Infrastructure Project on Government Property
or Public Right-Of-Way
•

Select a location.

•

Provide education materials for green
infrastructure project on site: benefits of
installing green infrastructure, materials
used for the project, and how green
infrastructure can be used by residents and
businesses.

•

Auditing a sink for potential issues
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Provide documentation: photos and
education materials on green infrastructure
project.
•

Pamphlets or plaques.

•

Site and location of education
material.

Proposed Targets
•

Capture and treat the first 1-inch of rainfall/
runoff on site through green infrastructure
practice installed.

Proposed Metrics
•

Stormwater diverted.

•

Drainage area captured.

•

Size of installed practice.

•

Site visitors to green infrastructure
installation.

Implementation Plan
•

Distribute RFPs.

•

Contract with design and implementation
firm for green infrastructure project.

•

Train municipal staff, including, but not
limited to, inspectors, stormwater utility, and
maintenance crew.

•

Identify green infrastructure practice most
appropriate for site.

Resources
•

EPA Green Infrastructure website: https://
www.epa.gov/green-infrastructure

•

Georgetown Climate Center Green
Infrastructure Toolkit: https://www.
georgetownclimate.org/adaptation/toolkits/
green-infrastructure-toolkit/introduction.
html

•

Georgia Stormwater Management Manual:
https://atlantaregional.org/naturalresources/water/georgia-stormwatermanagement-manual/
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A roof-top cistern

Bioswales at Emory University

Initiative 5: Walk Friendly
Community

•

Engineering and design (Required).

•

Education and Encouragement.

Reducing single-occupant vehicle trips in a
community decreases air pollution and reliance on
a limited supply of fossil fuels while encouraging
infrastructure development that provides health,
safety, mobility and equity benefits to residents.
The Walk Friendly Community certification process
allows Chamblee the chance to systematically
assess current walkable and multi-modal
transportation aspects of their community and
receive targeted feedback for improvement.
By collecting all relevant information for this
assessment, Chamblee is simultaneously achieving
recognition for their current efforts while developing
a database of information that can be used to
inform grant and other applications for community
improvements in the future. Certification would
also establish Chamblee as a leader in sustainable
transportation options for residents as they would
be only the third Georgia community to achieve the
designation.

•

Law Enforcement.

•

Proposed Targets
•

Bronze level designation.

•

Improve safety index on 50% of intersections
with accidents.

•

Reduced per capita Vehicle Miles Traveled.

•

Reduce rates of vehicle-pedestrian crash
accidents by 25% in the next five years.

Proposed Metrics
•

Miles/quality of sidewalk.

•

Per capita Vehicle Miles Traveled.

•

Pedestrian and Bicycle Intersection Safety
Index.
•

Task: Achieve Walk Friendly Community Bronze
Certification or Higher
•

•

Atlanta City Hall green roof
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Pervious concrete

Develop an application team and review
assessment tool. Include:
•

Planning & Development
Department.

•

Public Works.

•

MARTA.

•

Chamblee Police Department.

•

Local school representatives.

•

Advocates and community groups.

Compile data and responses for at least 2 of
the following:
•

Community and data evaluation
(Recommended).

•

Planning and policy (Recommended).

Submit Application on June 15 or December
15.

•

Evaluate all intersections with
pedestrian and bicycle accidents.

Pedestrian Level of Service-Highway
Capacity Manual.
•

Evaluate all intersections within a
half mile of existing and planned
trails.

Implementation Plan
•

Choose Walk Friendly Communities
components to pursue.

•

Develop an application team and review
assessment tool. Include as necessary:
•

Planning & Development
Department.

•

Public Works.

•

MARTA.

•

Law enforcement.
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•
•

•

•

•

School districts.

•

Advocates and community groups.

•

Walk Friendly Communities: http://
walkfriendly.org

Compile requested information for chosen
components.

•

After receiving scoring feedback assess
possible community improvements and
opportunities.

Atlanta Regional Commission: https://
atlantaregional.org/transportation-mobility/
bike-ped/bicycle-pedestrian

•

Chicago Department of Transportation
– Rules and Regulations Construction
in the Public Way: https://www.chicago.
gov/content/dam/city/depts/cdot/
Construction%20Guidelines/2016/2016_
CDOT_Rules_and_Regs_112316.pdf

Adopt and enforce rules and regulations
for construction in the public right of
way to preserve pedestrian access along
construction sites.
•

Complete review of current
ordinance and comparable city
ordinances.

•

Complete review of enforcement
practices.

•

Develop and enact
recommendations.

Develop an incident response and
investigation team for all crashes between
people and motorized vehicles (this is to
include people traveling by foot, wheelchair,
bicycle, scooter, skateboard, etc) as
described in a report by Georgia Tech
students
•

•

•

City of Atlanta – Construction or Excavation
in the Right-Of-Way: https://library.
municode.com/ga/atlanta/codes/code_
of_ordinances?nodeId=PTIICOORENOR_
CH138STSIOTPUPL_ARTIIICOEXRI-W_S13867PEAC
Improving Bicycle Crash Investigations in
Georgia

Investigation to include how
infrastructure influenced outcome of
incident.

•

Create database for all crashes
and results of investigation of root
causes.

An efficient and effective recycling program is
essential to conserve limited natural resources,
reduce the amount of material added to landfills,
and make the best use of the local taxpayers’
investment in their community. Implementing a
recycling education program improves the overall
quality of the community’s recycling system by
increasing resident participation rates and by
reducing contamination in the recycling stream,
which forces otherwise recyclable materials to be
diverted to landfill. Education and outreach efforts
inform residents of the existence and extent of their
city’s recycling system, as well as what materials
can and cannot be recycled through curbside
pickup and other specialty stations throughout
the community. Investing in improving resident
awareness and understanding leads to higher
rates of correct system usage and therefore lower
operating costs to the city, increasing overall
program impact and participant satisfaction, and
ensuring its longevity.

Task: Develop and Implement Local Recycling
and Public Awareness Program
•

Investigation should determine
root cause of crash and outline
preventative actions.

•

Initiative 6: Community Recycling
Education Program

Resources

•

•

Two public education and outreach
events: distribute education materials and
messages and perform outreach to inform
citizens and target audiences.
Two public involvement and participation
events: provide opportunities for citizens
to participate in programs and active
implementation of waste reduction and
recycling programs.
Develop hauler standards and enforcement
efforts.

•

Provide documentation:
•

General description of the recycling
education and outreach program.

•

Copy of the education and outreach
materials used to educate the
community.

•

Show that at least two “Education
and Outreach Program Activities”
and two “Public Participation and
Involvement Activities” have occurred
within the last year.

Proposed Targets
•

Two “Education and Outreach Program
Activities.”

•

Two “Public Participation and Involvement
Activities.”

•

Percentage decrease in contaminated
recycling materials diverted to landfill.

•

Percentage increase in residential recycling
system users.

Proposed Metrics
•

Waste diversion rates.

•

Number of education and outreach events.

•

Number of public involvement and
participation events.

•

Number of attendees at events.

•

Reduced contamination in residential
recycling bins.

•

Number of neighborhoods represented at
events.

•

Number of schools represented at events.

•

Number of households participating in
recycling.

Diagram of a walkable and bikeable corridor
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Implementation Plan
•

•

•

Schedule four events total to be held within
a year: budget, allocate resources, develop
education and outreach materials, and
identify locations for events.
Assess current route conditions and
opportunities through discussions with
haulers:
•

Identify neighborhoods with highest
rates of contamination.

•

Identify neighborhoods with lowest
participation rates.

Sustainability Plan

Resources
•

Keep Chamblee Beautiful: http://www.
keepchambleebeautiful.org

•

The Recycling Partnership:
•

Resources for Local Government:
https://recyclingpartnership.org/pdfbuilder-login/

•

Engaging Residents: https://
recyclingpartnership.org/engageyour-residents/

Create education tools for community use:
•

Utilize The Recycling Partnership’s
toolkit or similar.

•

Top Issue Mailers - most common
recycling mistakes.

•

Oops Tag – to label mistakes in realtime.

•

Annual Info Card - schedule and
accepted materials.

•

Online/Social Media.

•

Partner with local organizations to
host events.

•

Hire/train additional route and quality
enforcement staff.

•

Economic benefits:

Chamblee has a lot of interest in branding itself as
a sustainable city. In addition to obtaining Platinum
status from ARC’s Green Communities program,
the City of Chamblee can take on the following
measures to increase their overall triple-bottom-line
sustainability.

•

Economic growth. Localized
economic growth circulates income
throughout the region. The suppliers
are more connected to the market,
allowing them to adapt quick to
demand and maximize profit.

Urban Agriculture

•

Job creation. Localized workforce
development in community gardens
and other urban agriculture practices
results from an increase in small
business and localized economic
growth, creating jobs where people
live.

Urban agriculture can take forms such as farmers
markets, urban farms, community gardens, market
gardens, greenhouses and nurseries, vertical farms,
and green roofs, among many others. In addition
to generating food, urban agriculture provides
economic and health benefits creating a sense of
community. People who shop at farmers markets
have 15 to 20 social interactions, compared to one
or two for those visiting traditional grocery stores.
Urban agriculture in Chamblee would add to the
community vision to be a “healthy, vibrant, safe
environment where residents live, work, play and
grow in a diverse community valuing families and
neighbors,” bringing community together through
the desire and need for access to healthy food.
Additional benefits of urban agriculture include:
•

Social benefits:
•

Public health. A local supply of
nutritious food for the community.

•

Education. Teaching and
engagement surrounding
sustainable, local agriculture helps to
create the connection to where our
food comes from.

•

Environmental benefits:
•

Carbon emission reduction. Due to
localized production of food, urban
agriculture can decrease the amount
of fossil fuel computation necessary
to transport, package, and sell food.
The localized production allows
residents to purchase food that was
grown within their community.

•

Greenspace creation. The
greenspace created through urban
agriculture forms adds aesthetic
benefits, reduces stormwater runoff,
mitigates the heat island effect, and
provides space for recreation for the
community.

Action Items
Regulation. It is recommended that the City of
Chamblee adopt urban agriculture typologies and
assign to appropriate zoning districts (see the table
on the following pages).

A recycling can at Piedmont Park
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Typologies

Farmers Markets

Issues & Considerations
•

Increased traffic to the area.

•

Increased parking need in
residential settings. Shared parking
is desirable. Recommended to not
have a parking requirement for
dense, transit accessible locations.

•

Space and timing of loading of
vendor supplies.

•

Animal waste disposal.

•

Customer waste disposal:
shopping, water, restrooms.

•

Uses
•

Animal uses: bees, yardfowl, fish,
rabbits, goats.

•

Human uses: retail and sales,
seasonal sales, equipment and
commercial vehicles, temporary
outdoor events, outdoor eating
areas, farming operations.

Uncultivated buffer between
cultivation area and residential
uses.

•

•

Animal waste disposal.

•

•

Customer waste disposal:
shopping, water, restrooms.

•

Runoff drainage to off-site.

•

Urban Farm

•
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Food uses: cultivation, aquaponics,
aquaculture, composting,
hydroponics.

•

•

Typologies

Issues & Considerations
•

Connectivity and pathways
accessibility.

•

Security.

•

Animal waste disposal.

•

Community facilities: waste
disposal, water, restroom.

Food uses: cultivation, aquaponics,
aquaculture, composting,
hydroponics.
Animal uses: bees, yardfowl, fish,
rabbits, goats, animal husbandry,
bovine, sheep, horses.

Buildings: outdoor structures
and storage, hoop houses,
greenhouses, aquaculture
structures.

•

Food uses: cultivation, aquaponics,
aquaculture, composting,
hydroponics.

•

Animal uses: bees, yardfowl, fish,
rabbits, goats.

•

Human uses: seasonal sales,
agricultural services, equipment
and commercial vehicles,
temporary outdoor events, outdoor
eating areas, caretakers dwelling,
woodlots, farming operations,
meadows.

•

Buildings: outdoor structures
and storage, hoop houses,
greenhouses, aquaculture
structures.

•

Food uses: cultivation, aquaponics,
aquaculture, composting,
hydroponics.

•

Animal uses: bees, yardfowl, fish,
rabbits, goats.

•

Human uses: retail and sales,
seasonal sales, equipment and
commercial vehicles, temporary
outdoor events, outdoor eating
areas, farming operations.

•

Buildings: outdoor structures
and storage, hoop houses,
greenhouses, aquaculture
structures.

Community
Garden

Buildings: outdoor structures
and storage, hoop houses,
greenhouses, aquaculture
structures.

Human uses: seasonal sales,
agricultural services, equipment
and commercial vehicles,
temporary outdoor events, outdoor
eating areas, caretakers dwelling,
woodlots, farming operations,
meadows.

Uses

Market Garden

•

Increased traffic to the area if
residential.

•

Increased parking need.
Recommended to not have a
parking requirement (i.e. provide
access to parking) for dense
locations.

•

Space and timing of loading of
vendor supplies.

•

Animal waste disposal.

•

Customer waste disposal:
shopping, water, restrooms.

•

Connectivity and pathways
accessibility.
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Typologies

Issues & Considerations
•

Irrigation source.

•

Security.

•

Animal waste disposal.

Uses
•

Food uses: cultivation, aquaponics,
aquaculture, composting,
hydroponics.

•

Animal uses: bees, yardfowl, fish,
rabbits.

•

Human uses: retail and sales,
seasonal sales, agricultural
services, equipment and
commercial vehicles, temporary
outdoor events, outdoor eating
areas, farming operations.

•

Buildings: outdoor structures
and storage, hoop houses,
greenhouses, aquaculture
structures.

Greenhouses &
Nurseries

•

Irrigation source.

Vertical Farms

•

Irrigation source.

•

Accessibility.

•

Food uses: cultivation, aquaponics,
aquaculture, composting,
hydroponics.

•

Animal uses: bees, yardfowl, fish,
rabbits.

•

Human uses: seasonal sales,
equipment and commercial
vehicles, farming operations.

•

Buildings: outdoor structures and
storage, greenhouses, aquaculture
structures.

•

Food uses: cultivation, composting,
hydroponics.

•

Animal uses: bees, yardfowl,
rabbits.

•

Human uses: seasonal sales,
temporary outdoor events, outdoor
eating areas, meadows.

Green Roof
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Green Infrastructure & Low-Impact
Development
Chamblee is located in the headwaters of the
Chattahoochee River, split by two subwatersheds
– Nancy Creek and the North Fork of Peachtree
Creek. Due to the location at the headwaters, the
city has a responsibility to make sure that the
water in those streams is as clean and healthy as
possible for downstream neighbors. Additionally,
the Metro Atlanta region, which Chamblee is a part
of, is a water-constrained area, further highlighting
the need for alignment with green infrastructure
low impact development (GI/LID) standards.
GI is a cost-effective approach to managing
stormwater runoff that emphasizes infiltration,
evapotranspiration and reuse, thereby reducing the
volume of polluted runoff from entering our streams
and pipe systems. GI/LID best management
practices (BMPs), such as bioretention areas,
green roofs, permeable pavers, and cisterns are
designed to capture the first one inch of rainfall. In
addition to stormwater management and cleaning
water for downstream neighbors, GI provides local
benefits, including wildlife habitat creation and
biodiversity, Urban Heat Island mitigation, creation
of greenspaces, and opportunities for localized
workforce development.

Action Items
•

Adopt a regional watershed-based
planning strategy. Decisions based only
on a single point in the watershed can
have consequences elsewhere; therefore,
a regional approach to stormwater
management is most effective. It is
recommended that Chamblee adopt a
stormwater utility fee in addition to, and in
coordination with, that of DeKalb County
to initiate regional green infrastructure
installations. The following activities for
successful implementation of a stormwater
fee should be considered: program

management, data and methodology,
finance and legal, and public outreach.
•

Site Runoff Reduction Goal of 50% to
Landscape GI/LID. It is recommended that
Chamblee set a goal to have 50 percent of
site runoff reduction captured and treated by
landscaped GI/LID BMPs, including, but not
limited to, bioretention, enhanced swales,
and green roofs. In addition to stormwater
management and cleaning water for
downstream neighbors, landscaped BMPs
provide ancillary benefits, including wildlife
habitat creation and biodiversity, Urban Heat
Island mitigation, creation of greenspaces,
and opportunities for localized workforce
development.

•

GI/LID Maintenance and Inspection. One of
the barriers to long-term GI/LID health is lack
of knowledge and protocols to ensure that GI
structures function well for years to come.
It is recommended that Chamblee support
the development of Green Infrastructure
Maintenance and Inspection protocols
with adoption of standardized routine
maintenance and inspection activities for
GI/LID within the City:
•

City Facilities: As Chamblee adds GI/
LID facilities, staff should be trained
in operations and maintenance
techniques including, but not limited
to, water schedules, sediment
control, and vegetative maintenance.
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•

Private Facilities: As private GI/
LID facilities are developed
Chamblee should adopt the Georgia
Stormwater Management Manual
protocols for operations and
maintenance (below). Additionally,
planning department staff should
be trained and conduct regular
inspections of private facilities:

Action Items
•

1. GI/LID Maintenance Agreement
2. GI/LID Inspection Checklist
3. GI/LID Routine Maintenance
Checklist
4. GI/LID Vegetation Maintenance
Schedule

To decrease the severity of the Urban Heat Island,
a cool roof strategy should be implemented. The
amount of heat absorbed and re-radiated back to
the ambient air is a result of the type and color of
building materials – dark materials absorb more
solar energy. Traditional asphalt shingles or other
dark building materials absorb greater quantities of
thermal energy than Cool Roofs. By implementing
a Cool Roof program, the city can reduce its
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•

Policy. Require all renovations of city-owned
buildings to include a Cool Roof Retrofit.
Additionally, identify which buildings best
suited for immediate retrofit based on
current energy load of building and absence
of Cool Roof.

•

Policy. Adopt policy that all commercial
re-roof projects include upgrade to current
code required insulation levels.

•

Program. Develop program to strategically
retrofit existing roofs to Cool Roofs.

Cool Roof
The City of Chamblee is contributing to the
Urban Heat Island of Metro-Atlanta. This Urban
Heat Island is the result of the built environment
(buildings, roads, parking, etc.) absorbing solar
energy throughout the day. This solar energy is
stored in buildings and roads as thermal energy
and increases the ambient air temperature by
2-6ºF. In the evenings, however, the Urban Heat
Island can increase the ambient air temperature by
22ºF (source: EPA). These elevated temperatures
increase the severity of heat waves – a public health
hazard. It also increases the energy consumption of
buildings.

•

contribution to Urban Heat Island, reduce the acute
public health stressor that are heat waves, and
reduce the energy loads on buildings. Cool Roofs
are commonly 50 ºF cooler than traditional roofs
(Source: U.S. Department of Energy).

•

Regulation. Include Cool Roof requirements
in building codes for all residential and
commercial construction in Chamblee.

Issues and Considerations
•

For buildings proximate to DeKalb-Peachtree
Airport determine best Cool Roof practice
that minimizes glare for airport. Consider
green roof application in these locations.

•

Cost and difficulty of conversion is no
different than a standard roof replacement.
The issue is to select the appropriate
materials to achieve the Cool Roof
outcome. Utilize the following protocol for
prioritization.
•

Dark roofs in the first third of their
expected life: Schedule for Cool Roof
coating.

•

Dark roofs in the last third of their
expected life: Schedule for upgraded
insulation and roof replacement with
Cool Roof.

Dark roofs in the middle third of
their expected life: When located
in area contributing to the urban
heat island, schedule for Cool Roof
coating.

See below (Tree Preservation and Planting)
for further discussion about benefit of urban
tree canopy on the Urban Heat Island effect.

Tree Preservation and Planting
The Urban Tree Canopy (UTC) provides ecological
services to the City of Chamblee, such as urban
heat island mitigation, air quality improvements,
storm water management, and bio-habitat. In
addition, the UTC provides direct benefit to residents
through attenuating noise pollution, providing traffic
calming services, and general beauty and comfort
to the city’s streets.
These services are not evenly distributed across
Chamblee and they face severe threats in the face
of construction and development. Generally, the
tree canopy is located in single family residential
zoned property and on private property. This land
use type is a majority of the City of Chamblee so,
therefore, the city has an extensive tree canopy and
contributes to Metro-Atlanta’s nickname of “City in
the Trees.”
To preserve the Tree Canopy, a stronger, more
robust tree preservation ordinance should be
crafted. The Tree Ordinance should focus on two
strategies, a tree canopy performance metric and
right-of-way tree planting.
The Tree Canopy Performance approach is a
methodology to evaluate the environmental and
social services tree canopy is providing on a
parcel-by-parcel approach. These environmental
and social services are indexed against a city-wide
goal for each service. Using this evaluative method
each parcel is either a contributing or deducting
parcel for the environmental and social service

goals of Chamblee’s Tree Canopy. For each land
disturbing activity in Chamblee, the parcel would
develop a plan to have no negative impact on the
environmental and social services provided by
the Tree Canopy and a net positive impact. These
impacts would be graded by the time-value of
the impact to incent near terms improvements to
the environmental and social services of the tree
canopy.
Secondly, the City of Chamblee should develop
right-of-way tree planting guidelines and program.
Street Trees provide some of the greatest benefit of
all trees in the City. Primarily, they provide canopy
coverage for the city’s streets which contribute
to the urban heat island. Not only do they provide
shade, they provide traffic calming benefits for
streets which increase walkability.
The need for a street tree planting guidelines and
program are to designate ideal locations for tree
planting between sidewalk and street curb – the
most impactful area for street trees.

Action Items
•

Policy. Develop Community Forest Master
Plan that meets the Atlanta Regional
Commission’s Green Communities program.
This plan must include the following:
•

Goals.

•

Descriptive analysis of tree
populations, distributions, species,
and urban tree canopy coverage.

•

Outline short-term and long-term
goals for the status of local forests.

•

Action items and implementation
tools.

•

List of preferred tree species and
prohibited tree species.
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•

Program. Develop program to evaluate the
benefits of burying overhead utilities which
inhibit tree canopy growth. Additionally,
develop guidelines for engineers to design
underground infrastructure compatible with
tree planting goals.

•

Regulation. Include tree-sensitive
construction technique requirements for
land disturbing activities.

•

Regulation. Develop regulation which
requires right-of-way storm water to be
controlled using street tree planting boxes.

Issues and Considerations.
•

There is a strong aversion to planting trees
between sidewalk and curb by developers
and engineers due to perceived risk. This
risk is associated with tree root damage
to underground utilities, sidewalks, and
foundations. This aversion could become a
recurring friction point for developers.

•

Environmental service goals provided by
tree canopy will need to be included in
comprehensive plan or other document to
establish the community’s recognition of the
value of the services.

•

The Tree Canopy Performance approach
provides great flexibility for developers on
the form and site plan of each site.

Building Utility Benchmarking
Benchmarking is the practice of measuring how
much energy and water a building consumes
and comparing that against other buildings.
Benchmarking is an important starting place
for local governments looking to reduce the
cost of operation, improve occupant health and
comfort, and reduce environmental impacts of
municipal, commercial, and residential properties.
Benchmark data is an invaluable guidepost for local
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governments as they work to identify and target
policies that address the building-related energy
and water consumption profile unique to every
community. Research from DOE has also found
that benchmarking a building is a cost-effective
way to reduce consumption, with the average
building reducing energy consumption 7% within 3
years, simply by giving facility managers a better
understanding of their seasonal usage patterns.
There are several tools available in the marketplace
that allow building owners and managers to
measure, manage, and report building data. The
industry standard in benchmarking is a free tool
from the Department of Energy (DOE) and the
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) known
as ENERGY STAR® Portfolio Manager®. Portfolio
Manager utilizes DOE and EPA datasets to analyze
a building’s consumption data and compare its
performance against buildings of a similar age, size,
occupancy, use-type, and local climate. Currently,
just over 40% of commercial buildings in the United
States benchmark using Portfolio Manager.

Action Items
•

Program. It is recommended that Chamblee
start with a voluntary benchmarking
program that promotes benchmarking
to commercial and multi-family building
owners and operators while offering
opportunities for education, peer
exchange, and technical support with the
benchmarking process. Such a voluntary
program can further leverage the potential
for impact by making a savings goal
commitment (such as 20% below 2020
baseline by 2025) through DOE’s Better
Buildings initiative. This would provide
Chamblee staff with access to additional
resources from DOE such as marketing and
outreach support, sector-related training
webinars and conferences, and national
recognition for goal achievement. A strong

voluntary program is built on the strength
of its partnerships. Effective programs
around the country include partnership
that can effectively engage and recruit
with property owners and managers,
provide technical support of the process
of benchmarking, have the buy-in of key
stakeholders such as the local government
and utilities. Engagement and recruitment
can be effectively accomplished through
working with local partners such as the
area Chamblee Chamber of Commerce,
Downtown Development Authority, Atlanta
Apartment Association, and Building Owners
and Managers Association. Nonprofits
have a demonstrated history of acting as a
technical support partner for benchmarking
programs but programs in larger local
government have utilized municipal staff,
such as Building Energy Managers, to
effectively manage this aspect of their
programs. Buy-in from key stakeholders
can take a number of forms but common
examples are the Mayor appearing at events
occasionally to lend the legitimacy of their
office to the program or working with the
local utility to program commercial and
multi-family energy efficiency programs
to participants. Once Chamblee has
established a program that is driven by
engagement with businesses and residents
in the community, evaluation of success
should be measured against a “tipping
point.” A mandatory ordinance should
only be considered if participation in the
voluntary program stagnates below 20%.
A voluntary program offers the opportunity
to first lead building owners and managers
toward a critical mass of social change in
how owners and operators monitor and
manage their buildings’ performance.

•

Regulation. It is recommended that if
Chamblee’s voluntary benchmarking
program participation stagnates, the City
progress to enact a mandatory ordinance
requiring commercial and multi-family
residential buildings above a certain size to
annually report their energy and water usage
to the City of Chamblee. Such a policy can
be implemented gradually through phases
tailored to your community’s building profile
and municipal staff enforcement capacity. A
recommended target size for benchmarked
buildings is any structure greater than
25,000 square feet. The threshold is
ultimately determined by the community’s
building profile but is generally not set
much lower than this in order to not include
small business owners that may lack the
resources or capacity to report their data.
Due to the complexity of how multi-family
residential or multi-tenant commercial
buildings are metered, it can be difficult
to benchmark when the local utility does
not offer the ability to aggregate together
multiple accounts into one dataset. To
assist, Georgia Power has developed a data
aggregation resource called the Automated
Benchmarking Tool (ABT) for any customer
with more than five individually metered
units. ABT makes benchmarking compliance
a simple process with the end output being
a dataset that can easily be uploaded into
ESPM.
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Issues and Considerations
•

•

Policymakers have a choice to make in
getting a benchmarking initiative started in
their community, voluntary or mandatory.
Voluntary benchmarking initiatives, such
DOE’s Better Buildings Challenge, can be a
good starting place for communities or a
companion to other community outreach
programs. Mandatory programs, such as
benchmarking ordinances, are the best way
to ensure policymakers have the information
they need to guide their community to
greater efficiency. Below are some of the
strengths and opportunities that typify
most successful voluntary and mandatory
programs around the county.
Voluntary Competitions:
•

•

•
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Competition: voluntary programs
are a good option for a community
with smaller buildings or with fewer
sustainability-ready indicators, such
as LEED and ENERGY STAR certified
buildings.
Flexibility: building owners determine
which buildings are ready to
participate, optimizing participation
against technical readiness thus
minimizing community resistance.
Knowledge Building: allows
participants to identify best
practices to leverage across your
portfolio through peer exchange and
education opportunities.

•

Recognition: provides opportunities
to recognize high performers in a
confidential manner the uses positive
reinforcement.

•

Pathfinding: builds momentum
for benchmarking and improving
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efficiency through future policies
tailored to the needs of the
community and informed by the
benchmarking data.
•

•

Additional Opportunity: early in the
program, it is a good idea to provide
participation incentives, such as
free energy audits or efficiency
improvement consulting, through
partnerships such a with your local
utility.

Mandatory Ordinances
•

Complete Data: mandatory programs
offer the ability to gather data from a
wider dataset of building types.

•

Segmentation: improved datasets
offer opportunities to deliver targeted
programs to property owners and
tenants of all properties required to
benchmark.

•

Capacity Building: provides an
opportunity for a local government to
interface with local businesses and
residents as an ally in improving their
quality of life.

•

Public-Facing: data visualization
tools can enable making the
performance data transparent and
freely available in a way that does
not include private information.

•

Future opportunities: opportunities
can pair well with an energy and/or
water audit reporting requirement,
and be a great opportunity to
implement in conjunction with other
financing initiatives such as Property
Assessed Clean Energy (PACE)
financing.

Enhanced Building Energy Performance
Energy efficiency is considered one of the easiest
and most effective strategies available to decision
makers, consumers and industry to save energy.
While the development and adoption of progressive
energy codes are the necessary first steps, they
alone do not guarantee compliance. Cities, counties,
and other jurisdictions must develop and carry out
realistic and effective energy code implementation
and enforcement strategies to ensure that energy
codes accomplish their intent to reduce energy use
and save money for consumers and businesses.
Achieving compliance with energy codes saves
residents and businesses money by reducing energy
consumption, which lowers utility bills. Moreover,
as energy prices increase, so do monetary savings
from compliance with energy codes. Savings from
energy efficiency measures increase consumer
purchasing power and companies’ ability to lower
costs and invest in their businesses, ultimately
aiding Georgia’s economy.
Chamblee is currently positioned to gain
significant benefits from improvements to code
and enforcement strategies. This is due to the
city’s current rapid rate of growth in population
and associated new commercial development
and additional housing units being constructed.
Upgraded codes and policies ensures the large
volume of new construction and substantially
renovated properties coming available are of high
quality, energy efficient, and durable to support
commercial activity and the growing workforce well
into the future.
Georgia now requires each builder to meet the
minimum requirements of the energy code.
However, it is the charge of each responsible city,
town or county building department to determine
how to enforce the energy code to reach Georgia’s
current compliance requirements. A recent study
collected data from homes permitted under the

Georgia Energy Code and potential savings were
calculated against that code. While many building
components tested frequently met or exceeded
code requirements, several key items were identified
potential for improvement. Duct leakage and
lighting are two examples where only 69% and 37%,
respectively, of homes measured met or exceeded
the associated code requirement. This leaves many
buildings performing at lower standards than is
desirable.
Opportunities to improve construction quality
through energy code process upgrades include
better enforcement, better codes, and pursuing
stretch code options strategically are outlined in
more detail below.

Action Items
•

Regulation. Better Enforcement: enhanced
verification procedures across all levels of
construction including single and multifamily
residential, commercial, and industrial. This
can be accomplished by:
1. Training for inspectors
•

Often staff in building departments
only receive training on energy code
requirements once, soon after a new
code becomes effective. Therefore,
many inspectors are not fully
versed in the energy code and the
nuances of specific requirements.
Additional training, specifically field
training, would improve enforcement
of this and other more nuanced
requirements in the energy code.

•

In Field Training: To enable
inspectors to learn about some of
the more nuanced air-sealing and
insulation installation requirements
in the energy code through hands-on
activities.
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•

Staff Training: All staff should
receive introductory residential and
commercial training with a strong
basis in building science.

•

Department Heads Lead and Train:
Department leadership should
receive IECC training and certification
and disseminate knowledge
and information throughout the
department via in-house training
sessions.

•

Mandatory Training for Trades:
Inspectors required to be licensed in
their trades for basic employment
with the city, and must maintain
that certification with the licensing
department.

•

Mandatory Updating: As part of that
mandatory training, code staff must
take 18 hours of in–service training.

•

Consumer Orientation: Focus on
conducting consumer outreach
on new or changing codes and
requirements, primarily by developing
and distributing informational flyers
describing new or upcoming code
changes to contractors via building
suppliers and annual industry
outreach meetings.

2. Industry Outreach
•
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Building department outreach should
aim to reach as many affected
professions and trades as possible to
notify the industry of how they intend
to enforce the testing requirements,
new provisions in the energy code,
and to ensure effective adoption
throughout Georgia.
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•

A letter posted on the website or
sent to the construction industry
explaining how the department
plans on enforcing the testing
requirements in the energy code as
well as other changes to the code.

•

Provide flexible training options,
including live workshops, videos,
webinars, and online coursework.

•

Schedule multiple workshops in key
cities/regions around the state.

•

Give builders copies of practical
resources that would help improve
compliance and promote best
practices including field guides and
online tools.

•

Leverage established relationships
with professional organizations,
agencies, and other partners to
promote trainings and resources and
inform them of regular compliance
issues.

3. Develop a Set of Energy Code
Enforcement Policies
•

Mandatory Energy Modeling on
Certain Building Types: By developing
a policy to select an appropriate
modeling approach, Chamblee
can ensure that builders meet
the requirements in the energy
code. Requiring an energy model
submittal before permitting ensures
the building as designed will attain
the performance required by
code, provides builders a resource
to understand the factors in
construction involved in making that
happen, and provides an opportunity
to re-design any portion of the

building that would create issues
with compliance. When reviewing
energy model reports, the building
department not only needs to ensure
that the building passes, but that the
most recent versions of modeling
software were used. Previous
versions of the software do not
include the most up to date versions
of or amendments to the code.
•

•

Optional Energy Rating Index
(ERI) Compliance: The 2015 IECC
introduces a new compliance
pathway – the Energy Rating Index
(ERI). This pathway is modeled on
the Home Energy Rating (HERS)
industry and allows an energy
simulation that looks at all energy
used in the home. This is significant
because this compliance pathway
allows credit for mechanical
equipment, increased lighting
efficiency, better appliances and
renewable energy.
Required Submittal of Load
Calculations (Manual J) and Staff
Review: HVAC load calculations
are important to ensure a system
is not oversized. Correctly sized
HVAC equipment is necessary for
efficient equipment operation that
meets code requirements, and
consistent comfort. Rarely does
industry put enough emphasis
on these code requirements.
Departments should require that
load calculations be submitted prior
to issuance of the building permit.
However, this ensures that the
load calculation is performed but it
does not ensure that is performed

correctly. Studies have shown that
the majority of load calculations
conducted by contractors have
inappropriate inputs and thus HVAC
systems are typically oversized. It
is recommended that the building
departments train their staff on
reviewing load calculations and then
review specific inputs used.
•

•

3rd-Party Quality Assurance of Duct
and Envelope Testing: Executed by
Building Performance Institute (BPI)
or Home Energy Rating System
(HERS) credentialed verifiers on a
random sample of a percentage
of the total buildings completed.
Verification testing should follow
Duct and Envelope Tightness
regulations. Builders and subcontractors would be put on a
probation system to ensure quality.

Regulation. Better Code: Adopt current
IECC code without the Georgia performance
reduction amendments.
•

Georgia has been on the current
energy code (2009 IECC with
the 2011 GA Supplements and
Amendments) since January 1, 2011.
The new code will go into effect on
January 1, 2020. The as-written
2015 IECC is the basis of the GA
2020 Energy Code and will include
GA Supplements and Amendments.
The code was approved by the DCA
board (November 2018) and is now
scheduled for an implementation
date of January 1, 2020 (nine years
since the previous update). The
GA supplements and amendments
reduce the effectiveness of the
measures in the updated IECC
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2015, as shown in some of the code
update examples below. It is for this
reason we recommend adopting the
revised IECC but not including the GA
supplements and amendments.
•

•

•

•
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The amended code brings minimal
changes to the building thermal
envelope components. Ceiling
insulation increases from R-30 to
R-38 in Chamblee’s climate zone
(CZ) 3. House leakage changes to < 5
ACH50 (a reduction from the current
< 7 but not as stringent as the < 3
IECC target).
For ducted mechanical systems,
duct leakage improves from 12%
leakage to 6% for Total Leakage
at Final but stays at 6% for Total
Leakage at Rough-In.
The < 5 ACH50 air tightness
requirement would mean that all new
homes will require a whole house
mechanical ventilation system as
per the 2012 IRC. Note that GA
subsequently modified the 2015
IRC to not require whole house
ventilation except for homes < 3
ACH50.

Regulation. High Performance Building
Stretch Code: Chamblee’s existing hybrid
approach to building performance with
green building program elements required
of new commercial construction goes
against the intent of the programs where
technical advisors are intended to be team
partners not regulators. Adoption of a High
Performance Building Standard written as
such (ASHRAE Standard 189 and other
permissive codes) and allowing green
building program as a compliance pathway
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removes the technical advisors from the
regulatory role. Further the importance
of testing and commissioning on new
construction would be enhanced under this
approach.
•

Improved Energy Code enforcement
and upgrading to un-amended IECC.

•

Notify Georgia Department of
Community Affairs of the city’s intent
to adopt permissive codes.

•

Conduct an education program for
the Arch Engineering Construction
industry.

Additional Recommendations
Water Resources Management Plan
In 2017, the City of Chamblee completed an audit
with the Georgia Environmental Protection Division
to become compliant with the MNGWPD Water
Resource Management Plan updates. To surpass
compliance, the City can go above and beyond in
completing the Plan Action Item to adopt a postdevelopment stormwater management ordinance,
a local design manual, and a site plan development
plan review and inspection process to address postdevelopment stormwater management. This Action
Item states that each local government shall:
1. Adopt the Metro Water District Model PostDevelopment Stormwater Management
Ordinance for New Development and
Redevelopment Ordinance or an equivalent
ordinance at least as effective, based on the
guidance in the latest Georgia Stormwater
Management Manual (GSMM) and MS4
permit as applicable.
2. Adopt and implement site plan reviews for
development plans based on the GSMM or
equivalent local design manual.

3. Require maintenance agreements on all
new post-construction stormwater facilities,
including local inspections.
4. Develop a site development plan review and
inspection process and checklist(s) that lists
stormwater and watershed management
related requirements.
The City of Chamblee can emphasize a green
infrastructure requirement as part of a Model
Post-Development Stormwater Management
Ordinance through its current adoption of the
Georgia Stormwater Management Manual (GSMM).
The requirement states the capture of the first
flush of runoff (one inch) must be through green
infrastructure best management practices on-site
for any new development or redevelopment over
500 square feet. The ordinance will be enforced
for both commercial and residential building types,
including single family residential. The ordinance
will also include compliance with the ordinance for
any building renovation project which enforces full
code compliance by renovation of more than 50
percent of the value of the building.
Green infrastructure (GI) is an approach to
managing stormwater runoff that emphasizes
infiltration, evapotranspiration and reuse, thereby
reducing the volume of polluted runoff from
entering our streams and pipe systems. GI systems,
such as bioretention areas, green roofs, permeable
pavers, and cisterns are designed capture the
first one inch of rainfall. In addition to stormwater
management and cleaning water for downstream
neighbors, certain GI best management practices
(BMPs) provide ancillary benefits, including wildlife
habitat creation and biodiversity, Urban Heat
Island mitigation, creation of greenspaces, and
opportunities for localized workforce development.
To achieve these benefits, we suggest that
Chamblee give priority and emphasis on certain
types of BMPs based on a tiered system, with
landscaped BMPs at the top level, and subsurface
BMPs at the bottom.

Water Audit Benchmarking Ordinance
National efforts funded by Bloomberg
Philanthropies, among others, and implemented by
National Resource Defense Council and the Institute
for Market Transformation through the City Energy
Project have developed a Water Audit Standard for
commercial buildings. This was undertaken as a
result of Atlanta’s participation in the City Energy
Project and its adoption of a Commercial Buildings
Energy and Water Efficiency Ordinance. Atlanta
led participating cities by adding a water utility
benchmarking requirement to their ordinance.
Additionally, Atlanta’s Better Building Challenge
leads nationally with a 20% reduction in water usage
in participating buildings.
Development of the Water Audit Standard now
allows implementation of the ordinance beyond
benchmarking.
It is recommended that Chamblee adopt a water
(and energy) benchmarking, audit, transparency and
retro commissioning requirement for its commercial
buildings with the policy goals of:
•

Provide information about building utility
use that will help owners and managers cut
waste;

•

Align financial incentives for utility efficiency;

•

Ensure that building systems function
optimally; and

•

Encourage leadership from universities,
hospitals, and other major stakeholders.

Model ordinance language and technical support
is available through a variety on national and local
efforts.
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